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Market Assessrw*nt of Photovoltaic Power Systems for
Agricultural Applications in Colombia
Executive Summary
Objectives
The Photovoltaic Stand-Alone Applications Project Office of the NASA/Lewis
Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio is sponsoring a study to assess the potential
market for remote photovoltaic (PV) power systems in worldwide agricultural ap-
plications. This Colombia study is the last in a series of five country market
assessments, following studies in the Philippines, Nigeria, Mexico and Morocco.
The subject of these studies, namely agriculture, was broadly defined to include
livestock and crop production and rural services. The primar ,  purpose of the
study is to help the American PV industry identify the applications and countries
with a high PV sales potential so that it may develop appropriate marketinq strat-
egies. The following information essential to a marketing strategy for Colombia
was gathered:
• Available financing sources and their respective terms and conditions
of lending.
• Government and private development programs in the area of energy f_-)r
agriculture.
• Government and private socio-economic development programs in rural
areas.
• Development programs in rural communication.
• Present overall energy situation and future energy generation and usage
projections.
• Cropping practices and power requirements for a variety of agricultural
operations.
• Social and economic characteristics of the agricultural sector.
• Private a:,d government programs and policies that may have a direct
bearing on PV system availability and desirability.
• Import policies and regulations and channels for distribution of P\
equipment.
• Estimates of potential market size for PV applications in various
sectors.
• Initial and operating costs of power systems that would compete with
PV.
• Appropriate methods of doing business in Colombia.
The types of applications considered are those requiring less than 15Kw
of power and operating in a stand-alone configuration without back-up power.
I
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Studv Approach
A research team consisting of one DHR and one ARD specialist, accompanied
by a NASA representative, arrived in Bogota, Colombia on June 28, 1981, for
a 3-4 week study of agricultural, rural and other activities which might use U.S.
PV powered equipment in Colombia. Close to a hundred contacts were made with
embassy officials, Colombian government officials, local businessmen, importer/
exporters, local manufacturers, education and research institution personnel,
utility company personnel, alternate energy groups, agricultural experts and
farmers in key agricultural regions. Site visits were made to obtain power
requirements and energy use profile data for several agricultural applications.
The data acquired during the visit was used to characterize the environment in
which PV systems would be marketed and used. Data on applications was used to
identify cost-competitive end-uses. The potential market size for these end-
uses were estimated based on cost-competitiveness, availability of finance,
government policies, and other factors.
Status of PV in Colombian Ene rc;v Develo pment Plan
Colombia's development strategy emphasizes expansion of domestic energy
output in the 1980's to stimulate further economic growth. Investments in the
energy sector under the current four year plan (1979-1982) focus on hydropower
development, exploration and development of petroleum resources and the develop-
ment of natural gas and coal, principally for export.
Due to the fact that Colombia is well-endowed with conventional power
sources, especially coal and hydro, alternate energy development is not a
high priority of the Colombian government. Conventional energy activities
are motivated more by rural development objectives than a desire to replace
existing energy sources.
TELECOM, the Colombian Telecommunications Authority, has begun a large
project to use photovoltaics for rural telephone transmissions. In 1980,
TELECOM awarded a contract totalling $3 million to a British enc+ineering firm
to supply 1550 PV-powered telephone units and to Italtel for 450 PV-powered
telephone systems. ARCO Solar provided the PV panels to the British firm. A
second stage of the program will provide telephone service to an additional
2200 rural communities.
The current Colombian energy situation favors the use of renewable
energy sources, including photovoltaics, especially in rural areas. Gasoline
and diesel prices have risen steadily due to the Turbay Administration's policy
of gradually introducing world market prices to discourage demand. The cost of
transportation to remote regions can raise the cost of diesel and other fuels
to in excess of US $4.00 per gallon because it must often be transported by
boats or small planes. Furthermore, the costs of extending the electric grid
to remote locations are often prohibitive given Colombia's mountainous terrain
and widely dispersed rural population.
The lack of electricity and other energy sources in somer rural areas has
led to widespread deforestation. Furthermore, certain remote regions, espe-
cially the Guajira peninsula and the Eastern Plains, receive especially
favorable solar insolation levels.
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IMlications of Colombian Agricultural Development Plans for PV Systems
Colombian agricultural development plans have led to the establishment of
the Integrated Rural Development Program to directly provide technical assis-
tance to 157,000 farm families and to provide infrastructure and satisfy basic
needs in rural areas. The three major program areas are production, social
welfare and infrastructure. 1982 expenditures are planned to be $104, $30
and $44 million respectively. The production program consists of programs
for credit, technological development, marketing organizational training and
natural resources conservation. The social welfare program includes programs
for rural aqueducts, education and health. The infrastructure program has
local road building anc. rural electrification components.
Presently 87♦ of the rural sector, that is 1,113,000 rural families, are
without electrical service. The Colombian government and electrical utilities
have considerable plans for expansion of t.,e areas served with electricity. Good
progress is anticipated in the near term, but it is also estimated thc.t as
many as 40♦ of the rural families will not have access to electrical service
in any foreseeable future. The reason is that it would be simply too expensive
to extend the grid to such remote areas since the population is too poor and
too sparse. Electrification programs for the 1980's will aim at providing
power to all those users who can afford it anti who are within 5 kilometers of
the power grid. A program for installing micro-generating diesel and hydro-
electric plants will also be put into effect. These plants will have capac-
ities ranging from 100 to 200 KW. About 35 are planned and they will serve
about 3,000 families each in regions isolated from the power grid.
The implications of these agricultural and rural development programs are:
(a) improved ability to finance PV systems and (b) the very large number of
rural Colombians remaining dependent on stand-alone power sources.
Availabilit y of Financin g Mechanisms and Funds
Colombian laws have made considerable provisions for credit to be made
available to the agricultural sector. Even with such provisions, it is esti-
mated that only half of Colombian farmers have any access to credit. The major
sources of financin q for Colombian farmers are the Fondo Financiero Agropecuario
(Agrical'cure and Livestock Finance Fund of the Bank of the Republic ane the
Caja Agraria. The Fondin Financiero Agropecuario supplies supervised credit for
crowing specific crops. The Caja Agraria directs 30% of its resources to
medium-sized farmers. 70% goes to small farmers in the form of loans averaging
ti: S840 in size. Such loans are usually for seed and fertilizer.
With Caja funds going to such basic needs, the possibility of Caja
f inancinq of I'V was riot enthusi.ustically considered by tLe Caja r41,rescnta-
tive contacted. Other government agricultural credit bark representat:v'•5, In
particular those of the Banco Ganadero, were more enthusiastic for cost-
competitive applications. However, a reluctance to finance or use new tech-
nologies was noted.
The availability of financing for photovoltaic systems to Colombian farmers
other than the very wealthy landowners is contingent upon PV eq 'lipmcnt qualifying
under existing law for the same fir,anc.::-; that currentl y applies to diesel gene-
.ators. A Banco Ganadero representative indicated that they would cualify. About
$=4 million was lent for the purchase of agricultural wv:hinery uridez the- Fifth
Law (Ley V) in 1980.  The terms of these loans wer , a 4-u year life of the luau,
s .1 1.0% interest rate, and an 16.51 rediscount rate.
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Assuming PV can he demonstrated to be cost-competitive with diesel for
rural areas, then perhaps 10% of the agricultural machinery funds, or roughly
2.4 million dollars, could be made available for PV purchases.
Potential PV Applications in Colombian Agriculture
During the visit to Colombia, seven technically and economically feasible
agricultural applications were identified. These are: Coffee de-pulping/general
domestic uses; cattle water stations; rural domestic uses; rural water sut)vl y and
small irrigation; rural telephones; rural health Posts; and vaccine refrigeration.
1) Coffee De-pulpinq and Domestic Uses
An estimated 10% of the smaller coffee farms lack electrical energy to
power their de-pulping equipment. These farms typically use a 2 HP gaso-
line engine. It is estimated that as many as 8,000 such systems are in operation,
but the average use is only about 120 hours/year. While these small de-pulping
machines use 2 or 3 HP engines, the actual requirements are in the order of 0.75
to 1 HP. Larger engines are used just because they are available. In fact,
a vertical drum type de-pulping machine has recently been developed and is now
being marketed. It uses a 0.5 HP electric motor. The actual power requirement
is listed as 0.36 HP.
Systems installed for de-pulping coffee berries would also be used for
general domestic electric needs and could be used to power fans to enhance coffee
drying.
2) Cattle Water Statio:,!-,
The cattle industry in the Oriental Plains (Llanos) may present a market for
fairly small PV power systems. Two areas of need are cattle watering during dry
seasons and domestic electrical needs for households. A lack of water during
some periods of the year is the major problem for the industry. Gasoline and
diesel powered pur,i. sizes range from a few horsepower to 15-20 HP on the larger
ranches. Because ,-+f the great costs of flying in repair parts and fuel, gaso-
line and diesel powered pumping stations art, very seldom used for cattle anu
a reliable substitute would be more t han welcome. Consultation with cattle
ranchers indicates that ideally a watering station ought to be provided or
each group of 300-400 a:.imals. The wats-r table may be as deep as 10 meters
(30 ft.). The average is about 5 meters (15 ft.). Pumpinq energy required,
based on a daily pumping vulwrw • of 24 cubic meters and a 10 meter total dynamic
head, is about 1.5 kwh/day (assuminq a 50t pumping system efficiency..
beside tht' possibility of using PV systems for pumpinq water into reservuii:.,
Llanos sijokesmen saw a potential for strwll systems to Le used for cium(.- ytic need:..
3) Ruzal UUmestic Uses
:irnu dl) ,', time agli:i thc tined f-,r t,,,;;ic	 service to rural families
was pointc-d out by c:otciacts ill C'ulum_`,ia.
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Despite intensive electrification programs, a large number of rural inhabit-
ants will not have electric services in the late 1980s. Herein lies some poten-
tial for PV equira- .,t: Three types of possible users exist-
6 Wealthy ranchers and land owners who presently have small diesel or
gasoline powered generator sets. Indications are that people would buy
PV systems at a premium price due to convenience (e.g., no need to
transport fuel).
• Those who require electricity but simply are not close enough to the
power grid for this to be economically possible. These would be the
16,000 landcuners who own land in the range of 200-1,000 hectares. A
portion of this group might buy PV systems if they were competitive
lA th gasoline powered generators in the 1-3 KW range.
• Small individual families needing basic lighting and radio power.
Unfortunately, few if any rural families have access to $2500 or $3000
to acquire a small PV system (income less than US$200 per year). The
only possibility in this area would be for those families involved in
the production of established, marketable produce such as coffee,
which may count on the help of programs such as Prodesarroll.
4) Rural Water Supplies and Small Irrigation
According to some of the contacts made in Colombia there would be a market
for PV powered pump sets to satisfy domestic water, and small irrigation needs
for rural families. About 5,000 pump sets are being sold yearly in Colombia,
the vast majority being small 3-5 HP gasoline sets. To a great extent these
are used as standby equipment due to the unreliability of centrally generated
power and for applications where the portability of this equipment is important.
In many cases, gasoline powered pump sets are purchased solely for convenience
rather than need. Based on conversations with pump distributors, agricultural
experts and producers, one could deduce that these sets (average 3 HP) are used
one-half to one hour per day, year around, and pump water into reservoirs, or
large tanks.
5) Rural Telephones
Phase II of the Colombian Telecommunication Authority program, solicitations
for which will be released late in 1982, calls for 2,200 PV powered pay phones
to be installed. The complete program seeks to provide telephones to every
locality with a population exceeding 200 inhabitants.
6) Rural Health Posts
The health problems in Colombia are in rural areas due to the inability
of medical personnel to reach and provide vaccinations to people in rural,
isolated regions.
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sHealth posts, attended by a nurse or nurse's aid and perhaps a doctor on
occasion, number 1,500 in Colombia. In isolated areas posts may have engine
generator sets in the range of 1 . 5-3.0 KW and are used only A hours a day.
Refrigerators are kerosene powered.
Power systems for health posts would be sized in the range of 1.5-3.0 KWp
with storage capacity for 3 days.
The market for these power systems would probably be limited to new in-
stallations or to those where generators are beinq replaced. Funds for the
purchase of such equipment would have to come from the Colombian government or
a national or international health organization. There is a drawback to the
use of PV systems on some rural health posts in that power is needed in a fairly
erratic schedule, as and	 emergencies occur, and under those conditions
there is a tendency to favor gasoline powered equipment.
7) Vaccine Refrigeration
There are about 3,000 Colombian rural health promoters; each covers an
area of about 3 square miles. They travel on horseback or bicycles, obtaining
their vaccines from health posts or centers. Vaccines are kept refrigerated
in thermos bottles. Small refrigerator - freezers for vaccines of the cold-chain
type (polio, measles, etc.) may be a potential application for PV systems.
The thermos-type containers presently carried can maintain proper temperatures
for up to two days.
There are areas of the country that are simply out of reach for medical
teams since they cannot keep medication propt^rly refrigerated for extended periods
of time. Life expectancy in those areas may be as little as 35 years. The social
and economic benefits of having PV powered refrigeration for this purpose are hard
to estimate. However, a small PV powered refrigerator could be the key to im-
provinq the health of people in these remote regions since feasible alternatives
to PV powered refrigerators do not exist.
Cost. Analyses and Market Size Estimation
Technical feasibility was judged in terms of the suitability of the load
characteristics, use profile and operating environment to PV use. Applications
that require low power levels, minimal battery capacity, stable year-round
energy demand and an environment detrimental to conventional power sources were
considered most suitable for PV application. Economic feasibility was based on
comparing the life-cycle costs of a PV system to that of a conventional gaso-
lint or diesel power system. Since PV system costs are declining and energy
costs from conventional systems are increasing, at some point in time the costs
will be equal. An application is considered economically feasible for this
study if cost-competitiveness is reached prier to 1986.
After 1986, PV cost reduction expectati, ,ns will make them economically
competitive with grid electricity, thus opening up a vast new market for PV.
The cost and technical parameters used to evaluate potential applications are
shown in Table 1.
The market estimation procedure used is based on the premise that a market
will start developing when PV systems are cent —competitive, on a life-cycle
basis, when compared to the least cost, practical alternative. At this point,
the market share for PV will bo close to zero as the conventional systems
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have the advantage:: of +'x is, tiny supply and repair infrastructure, tradition,
and less initial capital investment. Once the cost equality point is passed,
their rate of lxrietration will be determined by market-related factors. An-
other assumption made is that PV systems will have greatest acceptance by those
currently using conventionally powered equipment. The bound on the market is
estimated to be the peak power required for the total number of cost-competitive,
practical applications. The uplx • r bound is then adjusted by a tiubject.ively
determined market penetration rate to obtain the 1981-86 market size. The pene-
tration rate is determined by factors such as: level of awareness, first year
of .-ost-competitiveness, financing availability and institutional barriers/
incentives.
Table 1
`ST AND TEC HNIk AL PARAMLT1:RS USED IN COST-C'OMPETI T IVE ANALYSIS
Discount R.lte (k)	 12
Analysis Life (years)	 20
fuel IOSt - -has;c Ling	 0.88- 2.25
($/Mallon) Diesel	 0.70- 1.75
Real Fuel c'o:;t E_:,-al ation t,
Life of Conventional Power Systems, 	 5-10
(years)
Battery Lite (years)	 5
Battery Cost (, /Ali)	 1
Solar Inl;ulation (lan(lleys/da% )
7	 F	 M	 A	 M	 J	 A	 S	 c?	 N	 D	 Avernoe
450 445 420	 370 3511 380 410 430 366 390 390	 398+33(std. dev.);
1`t' :;^ : tem rC:a ,• jl.F	 1 n80	 1ST_£ ' LA	 198(;
Without battcries;	 11+.89	 8.86	 6.56	 4.20
i nclu ' i " '!; a 1! 1 '1. CIF
surchar'_7e ovt'! .11'1,
cost pro3ectiurl)
!0'1'-;:	 Al l co,, t: ar+' ric,+sured in 1 11,40 dollars and di::.-nunt and fuel
t , _ - ,11,1t l^.`::	 are mt;a:;'•fled in real tv.-r; after- factorin,a
out L11? lat ioll.
xvl
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Market Assessment
As determined by the team, the market for PV power systems in Colombia for
the period 1981-86 lies in the range of 1200 to 2500KWp. Due to current status
of government and private sector activities and attitudes the most probable
effective market size will becloser to the lower figure. Table 2 gives the
summary of the market.
TABLE 2
MARKET SIZE ESTIMATE FOR PV POWER SYSTEMS IN COLOMBIA, IN THE 1981-86 PERIOD
FIRST YEAR OF
APPLICATION	 ARRAY SIZE KWp	 COST COMPETITIVENESS MARKET SIZE RANGE KWE,
Coffee sector	 0.48 - 0.68	 1982-84	 308-1060
Livestock	 0.34	 1982	 102-170
Rural Electricity 	 1.15
	 19e2-84
	 460-805
Uses
Rural Water Supply
	 0.5	 1983-84
	 150-250
small Irrigation
Rural Telephones	 0.072	 1982	 158-168
Rural Health Posts	 1.75	 1983
	 73-95
Vaccine Refrigeration	 0.1	 1982	 3-5
1254-2553
Business Environment for Marketing PV Systems
American PV manufacturers attempting to develop the Colombian market will
face important advantages and disadvantages. The princpal advantages are:
1) Large percentage of rural population wihout electricity
2) High cost of grid extension
3) Maintenance and fuel supply problems associated with internal
combustion engine generators
4) Availability of long-term financing if PV can be proved to be
cost-effective
Against these factors the following disadvantage must be weighed:
1) Unfamiliarity witb PV, especially in the rural sector
2) Government preference for mini-hydro systems for electrification
of remote areas
3) Large hydroelectric potential
4) Reluctance of agricultural sector to use new technologies
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5) Foreign PV competition
6) Lack of incentives for use of or investment in photovoltaics.
The team encountered many Colombians who confused photovoltaic systems
with solar water heating systems, which are now the subject of a tax incentive
proposal. Awareness of PV is generally low, with an estimated 20-25% of contacts
having any substantial knowledge of PV systems.
Among government officials involved in energy planning, understanding of
PV technology and possible applications is widespread. Furthermore, there is
a general recognition that stand-alone systems are the only answer to electri-
fication needs in remote areas, and an aversion to further use of diesel genera-
tors due to maintenance problems and high fuel transport costs. However, several
D:vP and ICEL officials expressed reluctance towards PV due to its high first cost
and a preference for mini-hydro systems for remote electrification.
Agriculture sector officials were generally aware of photovoltaics but not
of possible agricultural applications. ICA, FEDEGA4 and Banco Ganadero officials
were enthusiastic about the possibility of using PV for livestock watering in
remote regions such as the Eastern Plains. These individuals claimed that live-
stock owners represents a large potential private market for PV because they have
the cauital to invest in PV equipment and need electricity for both water pumping
an:: domestic uses. Based on the best information available to the team, eight
firms, three of which are Americans, are currently marketing photovoltaics in
Colomi)ia. The non-American firms include the German firms AEG-Telefunken and Messer-
sChmidts, the Dutch firm Phlllips and the Japanese firms SHARP and SANYO. Current
photovoltaics marketing activity appears to be centered on the Colombian govern-
mo nt, and has increased recently due to TELECOM's purchase of PV equipment for
rural telephone communications. TELECOM has requested Inter-American
Development Bank financing for the second phase of the project.
Other Colombian government entities which have expressed interest in photo-
vultaics include:
• Empresas Departamentales de Antioquia--PV powered telephone centrals
and UHF television receivers
• INRAVISION--installation of 6-7KW television receivers in 10 mountainous
locations
• AEROCIVI7.--installation of 5KW air navigation signals in 6 mountainous
areas
• Direccion Maritima y Portuaria--17 PV-powered buoys for maritime signalling
• ministry of 11ealth--"SEM"--Malaria Eradication Service--PV-powered
vaccine refrigerators
• ',`C0:'ETROL--Cathodic protection
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G
^n addition, potential private markets include:
• FEDEGAN--PV-powered water pumps for cattle watering
• Private Clubs--6-7KW radio repeaters
• Agricultural Cooperatives- -radio repeaters
Several contacts expressed the belief that PV sales in Colombia would
increase if a foreign company established an assembly operation in the country.
Most balance of system components, such as batteries, glass, wiring, etc. are
produced in Colombia so that a joint-venture arrangement seems feasible. However,
many Colombian firms are rich in engineering expertise and skilled workers,
yet capital poor. Colombia ' s economy is characterized by relatively high inflation,
high interest rates, and a steadily depreciating exchange rate. These factors lead
Colombian investors to prefer quick returns on their investment of at least 30-35%.
PV may not interest many Colombian private investors because of the long payback period
(about 10 years) usually associated with it. All these factors indicate that U.S. firms
would probably have to provide most of the initial capital for such a venture.
In order to maximize the photovoltaic market potential in Colombia, U.S.
firms should:
1) Offer complete systems (e.g., PV-powered water pumps, refrigerators,
etc.)
2) Perform as much as possible of the production and assembly of PV
systems in Colombia or another Andean Pact country to avoid higher
tariffs
3) Consider forming a corporation under Colombian law with majority
Colombian participation to take advantage of ANCOM ' s liberal trade
policy and open up markets in other member nations.
rnnrlucinnc
Colombia presents a promising market for photovoltaic equipment. Over twenty
applications of PV systems were investigated during the field visits Several
applications, requiring less than 5KW of power, present a significant market
potential in the 1981-86 timeframe. Market size ranged from 1200 - 2500 KWp in
1981 -86 timeframe. Factors positively influencing the PV market are summarized below:
• Lack of electrical services. Less than 60% of potential users are
now being served by the electrical utility companies- -there are an
estimated 1.6 million families without electricity.
• Electrical generation plans behind schedule. While there exists ex-
tensive plans for the exploitation of hydroelectric power, these plans
are not expected to meet demand for many years. R" ,ckouts, planned or
otherwise, occur about every day. Alternatives are being sought.
• Llanos Orientales Development. The vast Llanos Orientales Territory lacks
r	 electrical power and estimates are that this area will continue to be un-
electrified. There is a great potential for agricultural and small industry
development in this area and this would require power.
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• Cost of Fuel in remote regions. While fuel is relatively inexpensive
in developed areas, it may cost 2 to 3 times as much in remote region:;
due to transportation costs. PV systems would be competitive in the
early 1980's with presently used gasoline or diesel generators in
remote areas.
• Balance of system availability. Colombia is fairly industrialized; there
are at least 10 large companies making automobile batteries and many pore
manufacturing electrical equipment. Deep discharge batteries are not
presently manufactured, but given the market, the industry may tool-up
easily. Expertise in electricity and electronics is abundant; installation
and maintenance of PV powered systems would not be problem.
• Wealthy Land Owners. While the per capita income in Colombia is low
on the average, there are many very wealthy land owners who could afford
PV systems to replace presently used generator sets or other equipment
for cattle watering, domestic electrical users, small irrigation etc.
On the negative side one also finds important factors which regard to PV
applications. They are summarized below:
• Relatively inexpensive energy in most locations. In the highly developed
Andean region prices for gasoline and diesel are below a dollar a gallon,
and prices for electricity range from 3 to 7 cents/kwh.
• Reliance on Hydropower. Colombia has a great potential (about 20 times
the existing capacity) for hydroelectric power generation. Justifiably
many contacts felt that PV systems may have little application if
present development plans are carried through.
• Lack of Familiarity with PV equipment. The majority of contacts made
confused PV cells with solar thermal panels. Farmers and others involved
in agriculture had no knowledge of such systems. Research and development
in the area is non-existent for all practical purposes.
• Lack of Financing. The longest term financing available is 6 years for
agricultural equipment; and interest rates are high. While a life cycle
cost analysis may show cost-competitiveness for PV equipment, it may be
out of reach for many users due to high initial cost.
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1.1 8t^,actives
The Photovoltaic Stand-Aline Applications Project Office of MABA/Lewis Re-
seareb Center, Cleveland, Ohio, has issued a contract to conduct an assessment of
the market for stand-alone photovoltaic (PV) power systems in worldwide agriculture.
The primary purpose of this study was to provide.a data base and and an analysis
_	
of the market for PV in worldwide agriculture. The study was to help industry
identify the applications and countries with a high PV sales potential so that it
may develop appropriate market strategies.
The present report is the fifth in a series of field studies, following studies
in the Philippines, Niqeria, Mexico and Morocco. The subject of these studies, name-
ly the agricultural sector, was broadly defined to include livestock, crop production
and rural services. Additionally opportunities for PV in other rural sector applica-
tions were investigated, although not in the same degree of detail.
The motivation for the study is that PV costs have been coming down dramatically
due to improved cell technology and mass-production methods, and further cost reduc-
tions are projected which will make PV price-competitive in applications where at
present it is not. The objective of the study was to find cost-competitive PV appli-
cations and their market potential. For the economic comparison, the study was
based on the PV cost projections of the JPL , which was the most complete and up-
to-date projection of PV costs available. The JPL projected PV costs to coms
down as follows:
PROJECTED COST OF PV POWER, INSTALLED IN THE U.S., IN JULY 1980 DOLLARS PER PEAK WATT (Wp)
System Cost Battery System Cost
Cost of w/o Battery Storage With Battery
Solar Cells Storage Capacity Cost Storage Capacity
10.60 17.17 3.68 20.85
2.80 8.05 3.68 11.73
	
0.70	 3.87
	
2.68
	
0.70	 1.60
For more detail see Tables 1.1 through 1.4 at the end of this Chapter.
1/ "19An shotovoltaic cvste-9 nevelopwsnt Program Summary Documents." Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, Pasedena.
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ethexi mre • -. pareactiop of the . market ,beyond 1st on the basis of production
- todinologies which are still at the leboa<atary stage or not yet in existence
mn only be a speculation. Note aaoreover that by 1996 the call cost is projected
too► 4e only $0.70/Up out of a total stand-alone systems cost of $3.87-6.SS/*p
akd no large fmrtber cost reductions are projected for the balance of system
elements, so that even a very large reduction of PV cell costs after 1986
will not make PV cost -competitive in most stand-alp applications in which it
is not cost capetitive by 1986. Based on these considerations, the present
study has concentrated on investigation of the market for PV in agricultural
and rural applications over the period 1991-1995.
1.2 Topics and Scope of the Stir
During the course of this study information essential to the development c.f
a market assessment was gathered. This information includes the followings
• Available financing sources and their respective terms and conditions
of lending.
• Government and private development programs in the areas of energy for
agriculture.
• Government and private socio -economic development programs in rural
areas.
• Development programs in rural eonmunication.
• Present overall energy situation and future energy generation and usage
projections.
• Cropping practices and power requirements for a variety of agricultural
operations.
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otm entrated on efforts to 684"9 then	 sit es ia^ hhe
.
va arary
lmdl to interview personnel frata senates agencies to establish a speeife
orarse of study covwing the more pcomising potential nonss. In this phase of
the study, personal from the U .B. RMbassy, M, DM * ICBL, 	 S
AVVICA were concalted. These early contacts provided an extensive list of 	 ti
future contacts mW sources of information shied► would be helpful in conducting the
rest of the study.
close to a humired contacts were made through the coarse of the visit and
included government officials, local businessnon, imposter/ex porters, local
manufacturers, education and research institution personmel, utility ca panY
personnel, alternative energy groups, agricultural *Worts and farmers.
The team also travelled to several key agricultural areas and research
institutes to obtain information. A list of contacts made is presented in
Diu A.
A considerable amount of literature was obtained and consulted in the
preparation of this report s a bibliography is in Appendix E. The type of data
collected included the followings
• lste statistics includitgs bevel of agricultural productions
type of productions distribution of production by size of opera-
tions solar itmolations production trends.
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or interest in PV - especially emits of use then Is= for agri-
culture purposeft a" , polishes o eausive toy at - ustastimo. !"V'
marketing and use. .
• Labor availability and cost and skills of aorkfoorw t nationally
and regionally.
• GOVIOXaamsa	 yt ORQX	 polities, both plennsted =6 euistbg relatiV8 tot
rural eltctrifiaations prices/supply$ r neumble anargiess cam-
sem pticn s type of energy undo W systems.
•Owlexammat agrieniturel policies, both eecisti" and planzed, with
regard tot clop pr
	
op: --WON -1 	 of new tochnigryes and equip-
ments role of PV systems in agriaultwo, incentives (financial
and others land reforwland uses employment generations import
of agricultural systems storage s research waex s marketing.
• Marketing channels and identification of potential barriers/in-
centives in the marketing of PV systems, including the present
structure of markets$ buying patterns$ service/installations
'profits; availability o& equipment, and cuts of competing systems.
• Financing mechanisms and availability of credit for PV use in
agriculture.
• Business environment, incentives end barriers that U.B. codes
face when planning to conduct PV business or organize Joint
ventures.
1.4 Data Analysis and Market Assessmmanht
The information gathered during the visit was used to characterize the
environment in which PV systems would be marketed and used.
For economic comparisons of PV power systems to alternatives, the
data requirements include Dozer requirements usaa profiles the emtent
of current and future use in Colombian agriculture $ competing systems coati
financial and economic parameters $ solar insolation date s and PV system costs.
These economic and usage data were asst! in OM IS "PV Market Asses®nent~ com-
puter model. This model oaasVotes life _Cycle oasts. and the year in which thett
PV system first become cost-competitive with its nearest c omijetitor. Figure
1.1 is an overview of the an methodology.
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2.0 DEMOGRAPHIC OVERVIEW
With an estimated population of 26.8 million in 1980, Colombia is the
third most populous nation in Latin America after Brazil and Mexico. Its
growth rate in the 1970's declined to 2.7% per year due to an
ambitious family planning program. Per capita gross national product was
US$1010 in 1979. Approximately one-third of the population is rural, a pro-
portion which has been declining since the 1960's due to large scale urban
migration. Nevertheless, agriculture continues to play a major role in
Colombia's economy, contributing 230 of gross domestic product in 1980.
Colombia's land area of 440,000 square miles makes it the fifth largest,
country in Latin America. The country is dominated by three ranges of the
Andes mountains which cross the country on a northeasterly axis. The population
is concentrated in the plateau and basins of the three ranges and the valleys
between them. Northeast of the Andes lie the Llanos Orientales (Eastern Plains);
to the South-east lies the Amazon jungle.
About 45% of Colombia's territory is forested. The mountainous terrain
of the highlands and swamps and jungle at lower elevations limit the utilization
of land. Only 38 of the national territory is farmland, of which 13% is in
permanent and seasonal crops, 53% is in pasture, 23% is fallow, and the
remainder is forested or unused. The fertile flatlands tend to be devoted
to larqe-scale commercial farming while cattle raising and small farm plots
characterize the mountain slopes.
Averaqe farm size in Colombia was estimated at 26 hectares by the last
agricultural census, taken in 1970. However, average farm size is a poor in-
dication of land tenure in Colombia because of extremes in actual farm size.
Seventy-three percent of the farms in 1970 were less than 25 acres in size
and occupied only 7 percent of total farmland. Most of these small farms
were concentrated in the departments of Boyaea, Cundianmarca and Narino.
At the other extreme, the census showed that 10 percent. of the farms were
ranches with poor quality soils suited only for livestock raising,.
Coffee is the most important crop in Colombia, contributing about 10 percent
to GDP, and 60-659 to export earnings annually. Because of the geographical range
of coffee-growing areas in the country, two harvests per year are reaped. Coffee
grows throughout Colombia, but the principal coffee growing regions are located
in the departments of Antioquia, quindio and Caldas. Sugarcane, the seconk?
most important crop,is grown principally in the Cauca Valley and along the
Atlantic Coast, and is highly efficient. Cotton is mostly grown on the Atlantic
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Coast and cotton production has been stimulated by the government in order to
provide the raw material for Colombia's large textile industry. Bice, a basic
staple of the Colombia diet, is cultivated primarily in Tolima Department,
where yieles per acre rank among the highest in the world, and two crops per
year pre grown. Other important crops include plaintains, bananas, cassava, corn,
tobacco, flowers and potatoes. Further information about major export and domes-
tic crops can be found in Appendix C.
2.1 Energy Situation overview
Despite abundant underdeveloped energy resources, Colombia faces sever
energy shortages. Once a petroleum exporter, Colombia's oil production declined
in the early 1970's and by 1975 the country became a net importer. Electrical
demand has strained system capacity resulting in both planned outages and the
frequent unscheduled blackouts throughout most of the country in 1980.
Contributing causes include light rainfall which reduced hydroelectric
output. delays in completion of several key generating facilities and higher
than anticipated energy demand. Government officials predict that the outages
will continue until 1982 when generating plants currently under construction
should come on line.
Colombia's development strategy emphasizes expansion of domestic energy
output in the 1980's to stimulate further economic growth. Investments in the
energy sector under the current four year plan (1979-1982) focus on hydropower
development, exploration and development of petroleum resources and the develop-
ment of natural gas and coal, principally for export.
Colombia's known petroleum reserves total 1055 million barrels. After
nearly a decade of decline, petroleum production rose slightly in 1980, and is
expected to rise marginallyin 1981 and 1982 due to increased exploitation of
existing fields. New discoveries in the Magdalena River Valley and the Northern
Llanos could make Colombia self-sufficient again by 1985. At present, some 17% of
Colombia's net petroleum needs are met by imports. Projections of supply and
demand for petroleum based fuels made by ECOPETROL, the Colombian Petroleum
Corporation, are presented in Table 2.1.
Present tested natural gas reserves in Colombia total about 4.7 billion
cubic feet. Some 79% of the gas reserves are located in the off-shore and
on-shore areas of the Guajira peninsula. Recent exploratory drilling has re-
vealed the possible existence of considerable gas reserves along the Caribbean
off-shore region, particularly in the Atlantic coastal region. Future plans
calls for the extension of gas supply lines to the inland cities of Medellin
and Cali, the export of liquified petroleum gas and the production of ammonia
urea and/or methanol as a substitute for motor gasoline. Projections of
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consumption and surplus production of gas in the Atlantic Coast region from
1980 through 2000 are described below in Table 2.2.
TABLE 2.2
PROJECTIONS OF CONSUMMON AND eURMUIS URODUCTION OF NATURAL GAS
r:	 s a
IN THE ATLANTIC COAST RtGiOti i9$0-2000 (Millions of cu.ft/day)
X
1910 1981 1082 1983 1994 1985'.: 1988 , _1.887 1988 1889 1980 1995 200
264 30; . 450	 -:• 480_ _460 460 450 450 450 460 450 450 430,
120' 130 131 1 188 146 147 147 147 149 147 147 14; 147
25 26 27 28 29 30 81 32 33 34 35 45 43"
65 88 72 76 " 80 85 90• '96 102 108 110 130 130
210 224 230 240 255 262 26B 275 262 289 292 322 322
54 US 120 210 195
	
- 188 183. 175 168 161 158 126 12
Potential Gas Production
Consumption of Gas
Power Generation
Current Production
Other Industries
r	Other Users
SOURCE: Plan de Inte racion-Naoional 1979-►1982, Tom Ii. Departamento National
de PlaneaciZm, BogotS, Colombia:, 1980-.
Coal is Colombia's largest fossil fililie'source, with reserves  estimated
at 11.0 billion metric tons, the largest in Latin America. Becau$e little
coal exploration has been ronducted'1n Colombia; it is likely that reserve
estimates will continue to rise with increased exploration. Coal production
totalled about 5.5 million: metric tons in.19$0.. About 53% of Colombia's known
reserves are located within 120 miles of Bogota. An additional 32% lie near
the Caribbean coast, in the El Cerrejon deposit, part of which will be developed
for export in a joint venture agreement between CARBOCOL, the government coal
enterprise and INTERCOR, an EXXON affiliate. Exports from E1 Cerrejon are
expected to reach 16 million tons in 1990, making Colombia .a major coal exporter
and providing significant export earnings through the year 2007.
Hydroelectric power is Colombia's principal source of electricity, accounting
for 69% of a total installed Oapacity of 4246 MW in 1980. This capacity is dis-
tributed among several regional and municipal utilities, as seen in Table
2.3. Colombia is relying heavily on the development of its hydro resources to
keep pace with electrical demand. in 1980 the failure of capacity to keep
i	 up with demand led to widespread blackouts. HydroeleC:ric potential was esti-
mated at 93,085 MW in a recent study of the electric energy sector, as 3escribed
in Table 2.4.
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TABLE 2.3
INSTALLED CAPACITY OF THE ELECTRIC ENERGY SEC1_
HYDROELECTRIC THERNOELZCTRIC.
TOTAL CAPACITY	 CAPACITY	 CAPACITY
Entityl 	 MW	 t	 W	 Mpl	 t
r
i
•	 ISA 500 12.4 500 17.1 0 0.0
EEEB 684 16.9 548 18.8 136 12.2
'	 EPM 999 24.8 999 34.2 0 0.0
CVC 584 14.5 534 18.3 50 4.5
ICEL 682 16.9 339 11.6 343 30.7
Sub-Total
Central System2 3449	 85.5
	 2920	 100.0 529	 47.4
CORELCA	 587	 14.5	 0	 0.0 587	 52.6
TOTAL3	4036
	 100.0	 2920	 100.0 1116 100.0
1. ISA-Interconexion Electrica S.A., EEEB-Empresa de Energia Electrica de
Bogota, RPM-Empresas Publicas de Medellin, CVC-Corporacion Autcnoma del
Cauca, ICEL-Instituto Colombiano de Energia Electrica, CORELCA-Corporacion
Electrica de la Costa Atlantica.
2. The Central grid will be interconnected with the CORELCA grid in 1982
by a 500 KV line.
3. Not including are some independent generators and localities supplied by
small generators not interconnected with existent subsystems.
SOURCE: Plan de Intergracion Nacional 1979-1982, Tomo II. Departamento
Naciona1 de Planeacicn, Bogota, Colombia, 1980.
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TABLE 2.4
HYDROELECTRIC POTENTIAL OF COLOMIAN WATERSHEDS
watershed MW Percent
Magdalena and Cauca Rivers 35,470 38.0
Orinoco and Catatumo Rivers 27,330 29.4
Pacific Ocean Tributaries 12,120 13.0
Atrato and Sinu Rivers 4,450 4.8
Amazon River 1,020 13.0
Sierra Nevada 630 0.7
Others 1,065 1.1
TOTAL 93,085 100.0
SOURCE: "Colombia's Energy Outlook for the 1980'x," Colombia Today,
Vol. 14, No. 12, 1979.
In the 1979-1983 period some US$12.5 billion will be spent on electric
power development. This includes investments in power generation and dis-
tribution by the major regional and municipal utility companies and national
projects undertaken by the Electrical Interconnection Corporation (ISA). By
1982, the CORELCA grid, which is currently isolated, will be connected with the
central grid. Also planned is the construction of two large water reservoirs
to assure sufficient water pressure for hydro projects. Planning for the
electric sector is based on an 80-20 ratio of hydro to thermal plants.
Colombia has no plans for the construction of nuclear power plants.
However, the newly created government enterprise COLURANIO has entered into
three association contracts for the exploration and development of uranium.
The director of the government Nuclear Affairs Institute estimates that
Colombia's uranium oxide reserves may be as much as 40,000 tons, but little
exploration has taken place so far. The Ministry of Mines and Energy does
not preclude the possibility of using nuclear energy towards the end of the
century, when Colombian technology and know-how will be more advanced.
2.2 Alternative Enery Activities
Due to the fact that Colombia is well-endowed with conventional power
sources, especially coal and hydro, alternate energy development is not a
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high priority of the Colombian government. Conventional energy activities
are motivated more by rural development objectives than a desire to replace
existing energy sources. Colombia's rugged topography and dispersed rural
	
^i
	 population make it extremely difficult and expensive to reacb rural oommunl-
	
- i1	 ties with transmission lines and fuels. The lack of electricity and other
energy sources in some rural areas had led to widespread deforestation.
Furthermore, certain remote regions, especially the Guajira peninsula and the
Eastern Plains receive especially favorable solar radiation levels (See Appendix D).
The Colombian government is interested in using non-conventional sources
to provide energy to rural communities at a lower cost than traditional re-
sources. ICEL, the Colombian Electric Energy Institute, is the executing
agency for a two million dollar pilot program for using solar, wind and bio-
mass energy-in rural areas. ICEL has also developed a plan for installing
35 minihydro generators with capacities ranging from 100 kw to 500 kw for a
total capacity of about 6.8 NW. Furthermore, in 1979, ICEL, C10C (Hydro-
electric Generating Plants of Cauca) and ENEL, The Italian State Electrical
Corporation, began a geothermal research project whose final stage is the
installation of an experimental 10 MW pilot plant.
The pioneer in the development of alternate technologies for
rural development in Colombia is the Centro Las Gaviotas, a private re-
search organization founded in 1968. The 20 ,000 acre Las Gaviotas
settlement is located in the Orinoco River Basin in the national territory
of Vichada. Its main objective is to develop technologies and farming
techniques appropriate to the tropical savannah environment of eastern
Colombia. One such product is a double-effect windmill designed for
water pumping at low wind speeds and depths up to 30 meters. The Las
•	 Gaviotas factory produces about 3000 windmills per year for use in
Colombia and export to other developing nations. Other innovations in-
clude a 10 KW axial hydroelectric turbine driven by water from a small
stream, a manual sugar cane press, a bicycle -powered cassava grinder and
a minimal head turbo-pump.
Las Gaviotas technicians also designed and constructed the world's
largest solar water heating installation for 62 apartment buildings in
Medellin. Two thousand solar water heating units are currently being
installed in a similar apartment complex in Bogota. Las Gaviotas mass
produces a US$480 solar water heater for six-person households.
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In 1978, the UW ted Nations Dsvelopameat PSWM singled out Las Gaviotas
as the developing world's leading center of appEopsiate technology research.
UNDP provides one million dollars per year for Las Gaviotas operations. Sig-
nificant funding has also comae from the Colombian government, the Dutch'
government, and private organizations. The Director of Las Gaviotas,
Dr. Paolo Lugari, believes that the center's industrial activities will earn
enough money in the future to finance its research and development activities.
2.3 Photovoltaics Activities
Photovoltaics research in Colombia is centered at the Department of
Physics of the Universidad Nacional in Bogota, and is at the level of laboratory
scale experimentation. In addition, research into high frequency Pv water
pumping is taking place at the Universidad de los Andes in Bogota. No pro-
duction of PV cells is currently taking place in Colombia. The Centro Las
Gaviotas has received several proposals from American and Japanese manufac-
turers to set up PV demonstrations but has not made any decisions yet. Las
Gaviotas technicians are especially interested in PV for water pumping appli-
cations in the Llanos region.
TELECOM, the Colombian Telecommunications Authority, has already begun
a large project to use photovoltaics for rural telephone transmissions. In
1980, TELECOM awarded a contract to Lucas Energy Systems, Ltd., a British
engineering firm, to supply 1550 Pv-powered telephone units. A similar con-
tract was granted to Italtel for 450 M-powered telephone systems. In all,
some 2000 rural communities will receive public telephone systems by 1982.
The systems range in size between 30 and 120 watts. Total cost for the first
stage of the Rural Telephone Program is about three million dollars and
average post per watt is US$25.
During the second stage of the Rural Telephone Program 1982-86, TELECOM
will provide telephone service to an additional 2200 rural communities. The
solicitations for this project will be released in aid-1982 and three months
will be allowed for submittal of bids. Private as well as public telephone
installations will be included.
Whereas the first stage installations were concentrated in the
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populous Andean region, the send stage will include installations in the
national territories of eastern and southern Colombia and the depots
of the Pacific Coast and Magdalena River Basin. The Rural Telephone Ptc+W=
seeks to provide telephone service to all communities of over 200 people.
The second stage of the Rural Telephone Program is tied into the
Colombian satellite program, Shl=. Order this plan, 150 receiving sta-
tions will be sited in rural areas for telecommunications use in conjunction
with a space satellite. it is highly likely that these 150 stations will
we PV as their power source. However, the rural stations have
	 priority
after the installation of receiving stations in 6 major cities and 15 minor
cities. TELEM officials stressed that the second stage of the Rural We-
phone Program can be implemented without use of the satellite if need be.
2.4 Lalications of the Energy Situati=Government Energy Plans
for PV Systsme
The current Colombian energy situation favors the use of renewable
energy sources, including photovoltaics, especially in rural areas. Gasoline
and diesel prices have risen steadily due to the - current Administration's policy
of gradually introducing world market prices to discourage demand. Currently,
gasoline costs about 88 cents per gallon and diesel about 70 cents per gallon.
However, as seen in Table 2.5, the cost of transportation to remote regions
can raise the cost of diesel and other fuels to in excess of US84.00 per
gallon because it must often be transported by boats or small planes.
Furthermore, the costs of extending the electric grid to remote locations
are often prohibitive given Colombia's mountainous terrain and widely dis-
persed rural population (see Rural Electrification Plans, Section 3.2).
At this time, however, photovoitaics is not a priority in Colombian
energy planning. This is partly due to the low level of awareness (see
Section 5.1) and partly due to the perception that it is too expensive
for a country at Colombia's stage of dwelopmment. Some Colombian officials
expressed the belief that if the energy needs of Colombia's rural popula-
tio.i are to be tenet at all, it must be on a least cost basis.
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"US 2.s
PRIM FOR DIZS8L AND OIL IN VARIOUS RBMOTE LOCALITIES
IN THE INTSNMCIES AND COMISSARYSHIPS OF EASTERN COiAMZA
Diesel Cost Motor Oil Cost
Locality US$/Gallon US$/Gallon
Tame, Arauca 1.56 10.40
Yopal, Casanare 1.10 b.40
San Luis de Palenque,
Casanare 1.30 8.00
Nocoa, Putumayo .90 5.66
Puerto Asis, Putumayo .psi 6.40
Puerto Carreno, Vichada 1.70 7.80
La Primavera, Vichada 1.80 12.00
Puerto Inirida, Guainia 1.70 7.28
San Felipe, Guainia 4.36 9.40
Barrancominas, Guainia 1.80 7.26
Leticia, Amazonas 1.90 9.10
Mitu, Vaupes 4.20 9.24
NOTE: Prices based on exchange rate of 50 Colombian pesos per U.S.
dollar. "intendencias" or intendencies and "Comisarias" or
Comissaryships are political units which lack the autonomous
administration of the departments.
SOURCE: EvluaSion an Trienal, Inyentario Planters Electricas
Qiasel v Consumo de CembustibL v Aceit._ Departawento
Aftinistrativo de intendencias y Comisarias-DAINCO-
Division de Infraestructura, Seccion Energis, Bogota,
Mayo 22 de 1961.
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Q3.0 COLOMIAN ----Fmw MINE
3.1 Eoonomic Ostlock and Dewiosmest Plans
Real economic growth in Oclosbis slowed to 4.S percent, In 1980• the
lowest increase since 1975. sbia was largely the sewlt of a restrictive
monetary policy designed to stem inflation with tight credit and blob interest
rates. The policy succeeded in reducing inflation frcm.29.8t in 1979 to
	 t
36.5% in 1990. However. the onssployment rate inanased from p794s level
of 9.9% to 9.3% in 1960. thnds r enployment estimated at 15.4 of the total
labor force in 1980 #
 posed a problem pastioulariy in rn. al areas.
Exports totalled UB$3.751 billion and imports 06$5.4 billion in 1980,
resulting in a trait deficit of 08$1.649 billion. in 1979 Colombia had regis-
tered a trade surplus of US$530 million. International reserves reached an
estimated UB$5.4 billion as of December 31, 1980, the highest ever. Coffee
exports, illegal drug revenues and international loans are expected to keep
international reserves high in 1981.
Crawling peg devaluation of the peso by the Colombian government durinq
1990 totalled 1S.0%. Base Colombian exporting sector representatives insisted
that an accelerated devaluation rate was necessary in order to maintain cam-
petitivowas in the face of domestic inflation.
Accelerated inflation is expected throughout most of 1981 Que to increases
in gage levels in the rural sector, higher gasoline prices, and a. ten percent
authorised increase in rents and leases. These inflationary pressures may be
counteracted somewhat by decreased food prices as crop conditiont improve.
A slight relaxation of the Colombian government's tight mcnetary-VbV.ey.
especially for productive activities, should increase overs]1 production by
late 1981. Growth in gross domestic product for 1991 is expected to be
about 5%-
Another inflationary factor cited by some analysts is the o tsgrated
National Development Plan (Pill). Covering the period 1979-1992, the plan
calls for major infrastructure investments, some of which are financed by
foreign loans The PIN also emphasizes the development of the transportation, communi-
cations, energy, mining and social sectors through a variety of specific programs.
Total public investment during the four year period is expected to reach
US$6 billion.
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ELEC" RTC N1:'1'Wk)kK OF THE ATLANTIC COAST AND SAN ANDRES
R,
`J Northeastern, Interconnected Are;
Q' Western Interconnected Area
southeastern Interconnected Are:
^W Area not Interconnectedurban Cities
.-- - Existent 220KV line
....—Existent 110 KV 1 inn
_ Projected 22U KV line
Prolected 110 KV line
Electrificacio n kura l -Costa AtlantJc_a y San Andres,
C'nRkLCA, Enero, 1481.
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3.2 }rural Electrification Plan .
A major part of the PIN is the National Rural Electrification flan
(1'NEK), The PNER covers fifteen departments under the jurisdiction cat WE1,
and the CVC (Corporation of the Valley of Cauca) is we11 ,i:; the four "intendencial;"
and foie• "comisarias" of eastern Colombia. Electric service will b,-- pro-
vi<i!^d -, some 145,000 households currently without electricity between 198U
an<i 1983. The extent of the coverage of PNER by department is shown in
Table 3.1. Av3rage coverage is 13.5% of unelectrified rural residences per
department. Of those covered approximately 30% are located in coffee-growing
regions, 60% il'+ agrarian zones and 10% in other zones (disiersed populations
of less than 2`^ J inhabitants). The Federation National cc Cafeteros, or National
Coffeegrowers Fc:Lieration, is actively involved in the electrification program
in the coffee zones.
TABLE 3.1
DISTRIBUTION OF RURAL RESIDENCES COVERED BY PNER by L1E1'AKTMLN'r-S
Rural Residences Rural Residences Krsile^nces inCovered by he•;:i(ie` n^ -c_; 	 ir,Department without Electricity PNE R Cof f r,iriai-	 Zorne:;
Aotw4lais 141,700 21 00 8,200 13,400
8nlr„ A 180,000 21,600 1,800 19,700
Cold" 27,800 3,700 3,000 700
Cause 73,100 Sim 3,000 6,800
cundin4laa 117,700 161m 4,400 9AW0
Choeb 33,700 4,600 - Rj4,500
Mui 8 36,700 4,800 2,600 2,300	 I
Moto 2000 2,700 350 2,350
NWAG tZr60D 12 00 2;100 10,400
Norte do fN1UwMr 46,100 6,200 2,400 3,800
Cuindio 41600 700 - 700	 1
li ow"a 15,000 2,100 1,6W GW
5OM	 Il l 92,600 12,400 3,200 9,200
Telune 70,700 8,500 4,500 5,000
Valle skew 61800 4,000 4,800
Rarto del raia 61,!00 8~700 450 7,850
I	 TOTAL	 1,080,300	 146,000	 43500	 101,500 1
	 '
*Includes residences in other zones.
SOURCE: I,a Electrifica tion en Colombia, Informs 1 l"^ a-I _ ,i:. Mln i :t trio tie•
Minas y Energia, Instituto Colombiano dc: Lnergi,e luctr-Lci.
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The execut ion of t ht , 1'NKR iItvessi t at es t he dtesi q n .irnl C •on::t rust i(vi ICI
4,000 KM (it" hitih and low tension lines, the instal latit'll of 10,000 t Ians-
Iormers and the construction of 145,000 domestic installations. Costs of
electrification in several departments are presented in Table 3.2
TABLE 3.'2
CASTS OF ELECTRIFICATION I+Y DEPARTMENT
(November 1980 dollars)
Department
Cost Per Km	 Cost Per Km
 of Primary Lines	 of Secondary Lines
Cost of Structure
with Transformer
Cost of
Domestic
Installation
Antioyuia 9,799	 (1) 6,670 (4) 1,645	 (6) 140
7,305	 (2) 9,796 (5) 1,655	 (7)
7,973	 (3)
Boyaca 7,500 5,000 1,540 150
Cauca 5,940 6,720 1,	 0 260
Cundinamarca 3,766	 (8) 3,326 (N) 150
and Meta
Choco 15,494 18,359 982 736
Narino 5,740 5,300' 1,700 80
Norte de 4,4311 4,500 2,523 143
Santander
Santander 3,374 4,228 1,446 160
Tolima 3,000 3,000 160
NOTES:	 (1) Singlc concrete structure
(2) Singlc wood structure
(3) Single ingot	 structure
( 4) tmtreated wood
(5) 'Treated wool
(6) wood and concrete mounted
(7) Rail structure
(F) Not includinq cost of transport of materials to wort: site 11
SOURCE: ICE11
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3.2 }rural Iaec:trif.ication Plans
A major tart of the PIN is the National Rural Electriticatioll Man
WNL•'h). The PNER covers fifteen departments under the luLisdiction of ILT1,
and the CVC (Corporation of the Valley of Cauca) as well as the tour "intendencids"
and fow , "comisarias" of eastern Colombia. Electric service will Lx- pro-
vicec3	 some 145,000 households currently without electricity between 1980
ar,6 19ii3. The extent of the coverage of PNER by department is shown in
Table 3.1. Avarage coverage is 13.5% of unelectrified rural residences per
department. Of those covered approximately 30% are located in coffee-growing
regions, 608 it, agrarian zones and 10% in other zones (dispersed populations
of less than 2^ ,J inhabitants). The Federacion Nacional ce Cafeteros, or National
Coffeegrowers Fc,,,eraton, is actively involved in the electrification program
in the coffee zones.
TABLE 3.1
DISTRIBUTION OF RURAL RESIDENCES COVERED BY PNER by LllLi'ARTMWPS
Rural Residences Rural ResidencesCovered by Resi fence	 in ;^•;:idetu es	 ir.
Ucpartment without Electricity PNE R Cof t i • t'	 • 'C)!	 ^ ;,yrariar:	 'Lone;
Antimp" 191,700 21 00 8,200 13,400	 !
8WWA 190,000 21,600 1,800 19,700	 6
CW" 27,900 3,700 3,000 700
Cruse 73,100 9„900 3,000 6,800
Cundownw" 117,700 16,900 9,400 9AW	 !
ChW6 33,700 4,500 - 4,500
Nude 36,700 4,,900 2,600 2,300
k4ts 20 000 2,700 350 2,350
Ntnilo 9200 12,600 21,100 10,400
Norte do senes"der 46,100 812W 2,400 3,800	 9
Cuindio 4,900 700 - 700
Romel" 16,000 2,100 1 ¢00 600
sentangsr 921600 12x W 3,200 9,200
Ted"ne 70,700 9,600 4,500 5,000
Valle 96,600 8,800 4,000 4,600
Rano del PO4 41,900 9.3W 450 7,850
TOTAL 1,0.0+700 145,000 43,500 101,500 k')
residences in other zones.
a Electrificacion en Colombia, Informe	 M111]:'terlo di'
.nas y Energia, Instituto Colombiano de L:neryia Electrica.
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Total cost of tho I,NI;h is ustim,rt.cd at 1,S$150 million based on a Cost
per residence of US$1000. Financing tot the Plan will come from the fullowrnq
sources:
I External Credit	 US$50.0 million
jNational Budget	 U:;$31.0 ,,.cilitin
'	 AQrlcultural Credit Bank	 USS22.5 million
National Coffee Growers	 US$2.1.5 million
Federation
ICEL	 US$4.0 million
Utilities	 US$13.5 million
Users	 U. $4.
	
mi 11 is -t
In addition to the PNER, seve l .rl other pro.,rams are providing electricity
to rural areas. within the Integrated Put al Development pro g ram (DRI), the
Electrification project will provide electricity to 40,000 rural users in tle
.v
departments of Boyac'a, Sanrander, cauCa, Narino, Cordoba, and Sucre. As of
1980, 18,846 rural users had been provided a total of 16,247 KVA at a cost of
US$7.:4 million. Total cost of the project is estimated at US$25 million, since
1`472, 10E1, has also hmvide,t U512 million in loins for Rural Electrification to
utilities through the National Rural Electrification Financing Fund (F'NER).
Finally, several of the larocr reg ional utilities, such . , s Electric Energy Comlanv
of Bogota (EFEB), Public utility of Medellin (EI ,M), and Regional Utility of
the valley of Cauc.t (PVC), have ambi :ous rural electrification programs of
their own.
One of the mo! t cxtennive rural electrific:.ltion projects currently underway
is the Req ional Rural Electrification Program for the Atlantic Cuast and San
Andres (PERC'AS) undet t he auspices of CORELCA. As seen in Future 3. 1 laruv
reg ions of the Atlantic Coast are not interconnected wita the CORELC'A grid,
but receive electricity from diesel generators anu other indep•_-n6ent :sources.
The extent of rural electrification in the interconnected and non-connected
regions of the Atlantic Coast is presented in T,+hle 3.3.
Through the PERCA: ; effor l- 58,200 residences currently without e:l:_•ctricitf
r	
and 104,040 residences with partial or deficient ervicv will to fully covvre,',
as indicated in T,+ble 1.4. n! , consequence of grid extension, 38MW of installed
liesel will tx replaced. This includvs 19Mh which will lie provided to agro-
industries in two stages 1 ,r t+1-198 1 , and 1 r ►HL-1 +Kt' ,it a total cast of U.;$150 milliur.
The world bank recently g ranted a 11S$36 million loan to Colombia for this project.
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FIGURE 3-1.
ELECTRIC NETWORK OF THE ATLANTIC COAST AND SAN ANDRES
p.scjr- una .RS9l4T^s1I_Av ,Ie_ctr_i_ficacic n FNura l -Cost.i At lant ica_y San An.irt,:,
COREI,CA, Unero, 1y81.
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TABLP 3.3
ELECTRICAL COVLkAGE IN THI: ATLAN'PIC COAST REGION
Rural Residences 	 Rural Residences
in Localities	 In Localities	 Number of
Department	 With Electricity	 Without Electricity 	 Rural Customers
Western Interconnected
Area
Atlantico
Bolivar
Cordoba
Sucre
TOTAL
Northeastern Inter-
connected Area
Magdalena
Cesar
Guajira
TOTAL
Southeastern Inter-
connected Area
Cesar
Area Not Interconnected
Cordoba	 240	 1,590
Sucre	 4,760	 4,440
Bolivar	 9,450	 15,650
Maqdalena	 10,410	 21,250
Cesar	 12,070	 6,430
Trl'TTt	 Z% O"2 it	 AQ 1(!l
TABLE 3.4
COVERAGE OF PERCAS BY DEPARTMENT
Residences Persons
Expansion ) Extension  Expansion Extension
Atlantico 16,660 800 106,700 5,120
Bolivar 19,940 9,560 127,715 61,230
Cesar 22,270 5,680 142,640 36,380
Cordoba 17,600 20,750 112,730 132,900
Guajira 1,220 660 7,810 4,230
Maqdalena 14,600 8,060 93,510 51,520
•	 San An.ires 140 205 895 1,310
Sucrr 11,610 12,440 74,360 80,000
WTAL 104,040 58,205 666,360 372,790
1. Replacement and expansion in localities currently with service, including
interconnected areas and areas with partial service from independent gene-
ration sources.
2. Extension of service to localities not presently electrified.
SOURCE: r ro4ra	 Regional de Electrifi^acio^ R}irol-Costa Atlantica Y San Andres.
I*
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3.3 Agricultural Development Plan,,
Colombia's agricultural sector , is characterized by a dual economy: the
larg. expurt-oriented modern sector and the largely unmechanized tradi-
tional "minifundio" sector. During most of the post-war period, agricultural
development in Colombia concentrated on expanding the expert sector to generate
foreign exchange. In 1901 an effort was begun to address this ine quity through
the creation of INCORA, the Colombian Institute of Agrar_an Reform. INCOR4's
tasks includod land redistribution, agricultural extension, training of farmers,
i
irrigation, credit and social assistance. Nonetheless agricultural production
continued to increase much more rapidly in the commercial sector than in the
traditional sector. Furthermore, population growth led to increases in rural
unemployment. Under the Lopez Michelson government, 1975-1976, the Plan 	 .
"Para Cerrar la Brec-ha" I
 was introduced which emphasized redistribution of
income to benefit the small farriers of the traditional sector.
As part of this plan, the Integrated Rural DevelopmeiLt Proqrarr. (DRI) was
initiated in 1976 to improve the welfare and productivity of small farmers
(minifundistas). For the purposes of the program, minifundios were defined
as farms of less than five hectares; approximately 83% of all farms according
to the 1970-71 Agricultural Census. The National Plannirg Department (DNF)
identified 92,000  farms in eight departments = which are to benefit from the
program during the five year period 197 7 -19p l. Thirteen qovernment ministries
and aoencies are charged with carrying out devc.lohment ac • .ivities in DRI's
three major program areas: production, infrastructure and social welfare, as
illustrated in Table 3.5.
Table 3.6 indicates that planned URI expenditures between 1979 and 19E2
total about Us$428 million. About US$100 million is in the form of credit
from the Caja Agraria which will be recovered. Some 60% of total spending
will tie channeleA to directly productive activities, 221 tc infrastructure;
16% to social welfare and 2% to administration. Approximately 40% of the
cost is acing finnn.ed by foreiqn credit, chiefly througl• the Inter-American
Development Bank, the World Hank and the Canadian International Development
Agency.
After the completion of the first stage, the DNP plans to extend DRI to
an additional nine departments. 3	 During the two stage! DRI will cover a
1 To close the Gap.
`Narino, Cauca, Cundinamarca, Antiquia, Cordoba, Sucre, ioyaca and Santander.
3Huila, Tolima, Caldas, Meta, Norte de Santander, Cesar, Bolivar, Magdalena anti
Atlantico.
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total of 157,000 farm families directly through the provision of technical
assistance, credit, training, and marketing assistance. Furthermore, 628,000
families will benefit indirectly through the provision of infrastructure
and the satisfaction of basic needs.
TABLE 3.5
N
DRI ORGANIZATIONAL CHART
PROGRAM
Production
Credit
Technoloq ical Development
Marketing
Organizational Training
Natural Resource Conser-
vation
Infrastructure
Neiqhborhood Roads
Rural Electrification
Social Welfare
EXECUTING ORGANIZATION
Caja de Credito Agrario
ICA
Central de Cooperativas de la Reforma Agraria
(CECnRA)
Servico Nacional de Aprendizaje (SENA)
INDERENA
Fondo Nacional de Caminos Vecinales
ICEL and Regional Utilities
Rural Aqueducts	 Instituto Nacional de Salud - INS
Education	 Ministerio de Educacion Nacional and
Instituto Colombiano de Construcciones Escolares
(ICCE)
Health	 Ministerio de Salud, Instituto Colombiano de
Bienestar Familiar and Fondo Nacional Hospitalario
SOURCE: Plan de Integracion Nacional 1979-1982, Tomo I.
Departamento Nacional de Planeacion, Bogota, 1980.
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ocial
Ielfare 2	Administration
9.0	 1.4
8.4
20.2	 3. =.
30.0	 4.
67.6	 10. ;
TABLE 3.6
Planned DRI Expenditures 1979-1982
(millions of US dollars)
4.0 FINANCING OF AGRICULTURE AND DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS
4.1 Overview of the Colombian Bankin g
The Banco de la Republica (Bank of the Republic) is Colombia's central
bank which carries out the functions of issuing currency, rediscounting loans
for member banks, and carrying out the monetary and banking policies set by
the Monetary Board. Until 1973 the bank was partly owned by private banks,
but at that time the State took over 99% of the capital, thereby nationalizing
it. The Bank of the Republic guarantees government loans and makes loans
available to official and semi-official institutions. Furthermore, it operates
several specialized funds that serve as important sources of credit to the
private sector. These include the Fondo Financiero Industrial (Industrial
Finance Fund), Fondo de Inversiones Privadas (Private Investment Fund), Fondo
Financiero de Desarrollo Urbano (Urban Development Finance Fund) and the Foredo
Financiero Agropecuario (Agriculture and Livestock Finance Fund).
The Private Investment Fund, established in March 1963, is financed by
loans from international agencies and foreign governments and provides credit
for agricultural, mining and industrial projects that have been refused regular
bank financing. The Industrial Investment Fund, similar to the Private
Investment Fund, finances working capital and new investments of small and
medium-sized firms manufacturing capital goods that compete with imported
products. The Ag riculture and Livestock Finance Fund supplies supervised
credit for growing specific crops. The fund receives its resources from the
compulsory sale of aqrarian development bonds to commercial banks. Each
farmer who receives credit from this fund must follow an investment plan
developed by fund a^,ecialists for his needs. The Urban Development Finance
Fund, created in 1968, finances only self-liquidating public works projects
of municipalities.
Another large government-owned bank is the Caja de Credito Agrario, or
Caja Agraria, created in 1931 to serve the rural sector. The Banco Ganadero
and Banco Cafetero are mixed banks with government and private participation
which cater to the livestock and coffee sectors in particular but which make
loans in other agricultural areas as well. Finally, the Fondos Ganaderos
(Livestock Funds) are joint-stock companies set up by local government juris-
dictions id private companies.
Development banks include both the government-owned Instituto de Fomento
Industrial (Industrial Development Institute) and the private development
finance corporations (financieros). The development banks provide a large
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percentage of the medium and long-term capital for industrial firms. The
private development banks have also been an important channel for foreign
investment funds.
As of 1979 there were 29 commercial banks in the country, seven of
which had been foreign-owned. Under Law 055 of 1975, all existing foreign-
owned banks had three years to become at least 51% Colombian-owned. In addition
no new foreign banks were permitted to enter the country. Most commercial
loans to business and industry are short term (up to one year) but can often
be renewed. As of December 31, 1976 only short term credit is available
to foreign companies operating in Colombia. In order to alleviate Colombia's
chronic credit shortage, the Lopez Michelson government permitted insurance
companies to make short-term loans and to invest in corporate stock, which
they had previously been prohibited from doing.
Credits to the external sector include both import and export financing.
Import financing comes both from local banks and from resources generated
by trade agreements between Colombia and other countries. The Fund for the
Promotion of Exports (PROEXPO) is a government entity established to increase
Colombia's exports by providing credit to exporters, researching foreign
markets, offering financing to foreign buyers and providing insurance to
cover non-payment by foreign buyers.
4.2 Agricultural Financing
Approximately three-fourths of all agricultural credit is supplied by
various state lending institutions, and one-fourth by private commercial
banks and the large grower's associations, such as the National Federation
of Coffee Growers. By law commercial banks must lend at least 159, of their
deposits to farmers. Despite the numerous sources of government funding
for agriculture, it is estimated that half of all farmers have no access to
credit.l
As indicated in Table 4.1, the principal source of institutional credit
in the• Colombian agricultural sector is the Fondo Fin "nciero Agropecuario
(Agr,iculture and Livestock Finance Fund). Since the enactment of the Ley V
(Fifth Law) in 1973, the Fund has been authorized to rediscount agricultural
loans made by government and private financial institutions. Under the Ley V,
short-term loans of up to two years are made available fcr working capital,
medium-term loans of two to eight years for depreriaLle investments, law
yield crops, non-cattle livestock rearing and acquisition, and lonq-ttrm loans
of eight to fifteen years for low return investments, cattle rearing arid
1
Accordinq to Cala Agrario.
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TAIALF 4.1
INSTITUTIONAL. CREDIT Pok TIII: A(TIC111.111PA1,
AND LIVGSToCK SYC'IX)RS 1980-NI
(US$ millions)
Iris titutiCan	 19801	 19812
Yondo Financiero Acrope-	 477	 645
cuario
r 
	 Caja Aararia
	 245	 241
Incora	 12	 14
Banco Ganadero	 23	 36
Fondos C;anaderos	 5	 14
TOTAL	 762
	
950
] Preliminary estimates of disbursements. Avera ge CY-1980 Exchange Rate:
47.45 Pesos = US$1.
2Proar wa of Credit for CY-1981
SOURCE: Colcwbia: Annual Aarirultural Situation Report. American
Embassy, Hogota, January 21, 19P1.
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integrated dairy or beef cattle projects. Interest rates, rediscount rates
an:l reciiscount margins for selected agricultural loans under Ley V are *presen.ed
in Table 4.2 In addition, Table 4.3 shows the amount of credit approved in
`	 1980 under Ley V by type of activity.
r`
	
	The Ley V represents an attempt to rationalize agricultural credit on an
economic basis. All agricultural loans financed by the Agriculture and
Livestock Finance Fund under Ley V must be accompanied by .in approved investment
plan. Each lending institution, such as the Banco Ganadero, has a staf of
qualified professionals includin g agronomists, a g ricultural economists and
veter2varians who work with the farmer to develop an investment plan which
mrv•t ,_ l.is needs and is financially sound. The famer agrees to finance 20%
of the total investment and the bank provides the remaininc 80%. The bank
technicians are resix)nsihlr for visitinq the farm to insure that the investm- ±nt
plan is being carried out as scheduled. Failure to follow the plan car. lead
to immediate termination of the loan and full repayment to the bank. Failure
to make sc1 10Muled loan installments results in a fine of trice the interest
rate of the loan on the balance due, not to exceed 36%.
Collaterrtl varies accordinq to the loan term and the financial state of
the borrrwer. F'or lonq-term loans, a form of home mortgage guarantee is
generally required. In the case of medium -term loans, fared equipment and
cattle are .cccepted as collateral. For short term loans prrsonal guarantees,
cosigninn aria farm equipment collateral are common arrangenent^, deper.-inq on the
financial solvencv of thy boliuwer.
The 866 branches of the Caja Aqraria seek to serve the credit needs of
Colombia's ;K •asant farmers. About 70% of the Caja's resnurceL are directed
toward:, :.nall farmers arid 30% to medium-size farmers. Sm..11 farmers are
classified as those whose total assets do not exceed USS3f,000. It 1s not Dossi`lc
to classify farmers .accordinq to farm size for credit purroses because farm
valud varies g reatly accordinq to crop. Short term loans are provicec to small
farT%, rs of subsistence crops, such as potatoes, corn and cassava at 18 % interest.
Most luanc art- for seed and fertilizer and the loan is rejaid after the
harvest. Avvraue loan !;i.-.c for small farmer:: is USS840. The Casa also provides
longer term credit fr,r rural electrification, housinq, smell wroinAustries
and handii.r:,fts.
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TABLE 4.2
SELECTED LEY V AGRICULTURAL CREDIT - 1981 TERNS
Interest Rate	 Rediscount
Activity	 Loan Term	 to Borrower	 Rate
h .
Cattle	 Fattening l	 yr. 24.0% 23.5%
Subsistence	 Crops 1-2 yrs. 18.0% 12.3%
Poultry	 (layers	 G
broilers) 1-2 yrs. 21.C% 17.7%
Working	 Capital-1/ 1-2 yrs. 24.0% 19.31.
Sugar Cane 2-8 yrs. 21.0% 18.5%
Irrigation	 and	 Land
Improvement 2-6 yrs. 21.0% 18.5%
Agricultural
Machinery 4-6 yrs. 21.0% 18.5%
Integrated	 Livestock
Raising	 Plan	 (in-
eluding machinery) 2-8 yrs- / 20.0% 17.9%
Reforestation 8-15 yrs. 15.0%3/ 12.0%
Deep wells	 (with	 or
4without equipment) B-15 yrs.	 - / 21.0% 18.5%
Sowing	 of	 fruit
	 trees B-15 yrs.4 / 21.0% 18.5%
l/ Special line of credit for farmers with liquidity problems -
especially for purchase of seeds, vaccines, fertilizer, etc.
21 Maximum loan US$88,000.
3/ 3% accumulated over loan life and 12% deferred
4/ 4 years grace period and farm or home mortgage as coll:,ter&l for
ell lon g -term loans
SOURCE:	 "Servicios del Banco Ganadero", Banco Ganade o, S::beerencia
de Fomento, bogota, Colombia.
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Table 4. 3
SUMMAVY OF C'kEDIT APPROVED UN111:it
V- 1 9 Ft o 1
ACTIVITY
A'
Croy- Sowing
and Maintenance
Livestock
infrast-ructure
Construction of Deep Wells
Pasant Housinq
Aqricultural Machinery
Purchase of Farms by
Aq ricultural Proftssionals
TOTA1,
LOANS APPROVED (millions of US$)
42.7
95.9
36.0
2.1
.6
24.0
3.6
20i.
l Act L!I,:Iulin., ttml-arInu.ti crol-s
s l")URCC: Fondo Financiero Agrol l ecuario, Departmento de Credito
Agropccurio.
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4.3 Attitudes of Financial Institutions Towards Photovoltaics
Diterviews with several financial institution representatives were held
to assess the attitudes of the financial sector towards photovoltaic systems.
Awareness of photovoltaics in the financial sector was generally low, particularly
with regard to possible applications. Government agricultural credit banks were
generally enthusiastic about the potentit.l for replacin g diesel getier-tors with
PV arrays. In particular, representatives of the Banco Ganadero foresaw great
potential in using PV for cattle watering in the Eastern Plains region of
Coloml)ia where they felt it mi glht be competitive with diesel. They noted that
Ley V credit currently available for the purchase of diesel generators could be
m.ide available for the purchase of PV arrays. The applicable interest rat(
for agricultural machinery is 214. with a maxim ►m loan term of six years. However,
a representative: of the Caja Agraria was much less enthusiastic, noting that
although the majority of the Caja's clients lack electricity, 4-hey have much
more immediate arid less expensive needs. This is corroborated by the fact
that the Caja's average loan to the small farmers is US$840. Other factors
unfavorable to PV mentioned by various sources include:
• high initial capital cost of photovoltaic systems
• belief that for most remote locations diesel generators or
mini-hydro systems would be more economical that PV
• government policy of replacinq diesel generators throu.1h grid extei:sion
traditional conservatism of Colombia agricultural sector and
reluctance to use new technologies
• preference for financing projects which use established technologies
4.4 Av. ► ilability of Financiaq for Photovoltaic S stems
The availability of financing for photovoltaic systems in C-31ombia is
difficult to estimate. If PV equipment qualifies under Ley V for the same
financinq that currently applies to diesel generators, as indicated by the
Banco Ganadero representativt-, then the number of farmers able to purchase
PV systems would increase. Table 4.3 indicates that about 24 million dollars
was lent for the purchase of agricultural machinery under Ley V in 1980. Assuminq
that PV can be demonstrated to be cost-competitive with diesel for rural areas,
then perhaps 10% or 2.4 million dollars in loans could he made available for
PV purchases.
However, if PV is not eligible for Ley V fin,incinq, then market rates of
interest (i.e., 30-35%) woul-i prevail. This would limit PV purchases to only
very wealthy landowners. Furthermore, it would adversely affect the economics
of PV systems compared to diesel generators or other alternatives.
•
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5.0 BUSINESS F.NVIRONMI:NT
5.1 Level of Awareness
The level of awareness of photovoltaic systems in Colombia is generally
low. An estimated 20-21 5% of the individuals contacted by the team had any
substantial knowledge of PV systems. Many contracts confused PV systems with
solar water heatinq systems, which are becoming well-known in Colombia dui, to
the work of the Centro Las Gaviotas. Dr. Paolo Luqari, Director of Centros Las
Gaviotas, asserted that commercialization of PV in Colombia will be difficult
because it is not a known technolo gy. He believes that PV demonstration projects
are needed to convince Colombians of the feasibility of the technology. He
believes that PV demonstration projects are needed to convince Colombians of the
feasibility of the technology.
Among qovernment officials involved in en.:r gv planning , understandin g of
PV technology and possible app lications is widespread. Furthermore, there is
a general recognition that stand-alone systems are the only answer to electrification,
needs in remote areas, and an aversion to further use of diesel generators due
to maintenance problems and hiqh fuel transt,ort costs. However, several DNP and
ICEL officials expressed reluctance towards PV due to its hi gh first cost and a
preference for mini-hydro systems for remote electrification.
Aqriculture sector officials were generally aware of rhotovcitaics but not
of possible agricultural applications. ICA, FEDEGAN and Banco Ganadero officials
were enthusiastic about the possibility of using PV for livestock watering
in remote regions such as the Eastern Plains. These individuals claimed that
livestock owners represent a large potential private market for PV because they
Have the capital to invest in PV equipment and need electricity for both water
yum; inn and domestic ust•s.
Colombian government entities: which have expressed interest in photo-
voltaics include:
• TELECOM--installation of 72wp radio telephones
• Ism,resas Departmrntales de Antioquia--PV powered telephone
centrals and 11111- television receivers
• 7NTRAVISION--installation of 6-7kw television receivers in 10
rr.ountainous locations
• AFRCICIVI1,--installation nF 5kw air navigation si gnals in b
mountainous areas
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• Direccion MoritIn- y Portu,iria--17 I'V->>owered buoys for mat Ii rm(.
signaIIinn
• Ministry of Health--"SEW"--Malaria Eradication Service--PV-powered
vaccine refrigerators
• ECOPETROL--Cathodic protection
5.2 PV Business Activity in Colombia
rhotovoltaic marketing in Colombia has increased recently due to Telecom's
purchase of PV equipment for rural telephone communications. Rased on the
best information available to the team, eight firms, three of which are Americans,
are -urrently marketinq photovoltaics in Colombia. The non-American firms include
the German AEG-Telefunken and Messerschmidts, the Dutch firm Phillips and the
Japariese firms S16ARP and SANTO. Dr. Lugari of the Centro Las Gaviotas noted that
Japanese firms such as SHARP and SAN1'CI have been more willinq to set up photo-
voltaic demonstrations than either U.S. or Euro pean firms. He asserted that
dealing
 with American, firms has typically involved delays and excessive paperwork.
Current photovoltaics marketinq activity appears to be centered on the
Colombian government, and in particular, TF.LFCOM. After installation of PV equip-
ment by Lucas Energy Systems under the first phase contract is completed in
1982, TELECOM Flans tc submit a solicitation for an additional 2200 PV-powered
rural telephone systems. PV panels used by Lucas Ener qy Systems in the first
phase were provided by ARCO Solar. TELECOM has requested Inter-American Develop-
ment finaucinq for the second phase of the project.
5.3	 Current Generation Equi lw nt Com otition
Diesel generators have cieen used widely in the past in Colombia to
provide electricity for remote locations. Since electrical generators
art- not manufactured in Colombia the equipment has been imported frorr.
abroad. Imports of generator sets totalled US$21.56 million in 1979 and
US$14.41 miilion in 1980. According to U.S. Department of Commerc( statistics,
U.a. exhorts of diesel engine driven generator sets of less than 400 kw
in 1980 amounted to US$4.R7 million. Exhorts of gasoline engine genera-
tors of less than 5 kw totalled US$259,322 and those of over 5 kw
totalled US$126,108.
Although detailed information of sales of diesel and gasoline genera-
tars by company in Colombia is not available, a census done by the
Administrative Department of Intendencies and Con •missaryships (SAINCO)
provider useful data on the makes of electrical generators used for power
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supply in the unelectrified eastern region of Colombia. As seen in
Table 5.1 Lister Blackstone diesel generators are most prevalent in the
0-5 and 5-10 kw range, Lister Blackstone and GM Detroit Diesel in the
10-50 kw range, and GM Detroit Diesel, Lister Blackstone, MAN, and Skoda
in the over 50 kw range.
A similar survey undertaken by CORELCA for the Atlantic Coastal
W:
	
	 region as part of its PERCAS program identified 95 diesel generators of
greater than 50 kw to be replaced by grid extension. A breakdown of these
95 generators by manufacturer revealed the following distribution:
General Motors	 34.7%
MTU
	 24.2%
Caterpillar	 12.6%
MAN	 8.4%
Lister	 5.2%
Cummins	 4.2%
Mercedes Benz	 4.2%
Roman	 4.2%
Por the size range of generators with which PV would most likely
compete (i.e., 1-10 h.p.), commonly used makes in Colombian agriculture
include Briggs 6 Stratton, Kohler, Delco and Yamaha. Prices for
several Yamaha gasoline qenerators are given below:
Power Rating	 Price (1981 dollars)
500 watts	 810
1500 watts	 1270
1800 watts	 1460
2600 watts	 1770
5.4
	
Climate for Investment in Photovoltaics
No incentives currently exist in Colombia for either the purchase of,
or investment in, photovoltaics. However, Dr. Tomas Held, President of
the Colombian Solar Energy Association noted that approval of tax incen-
tives for installation of solar water heaters is likely this year, after
several years of lobbying. Therefore, as PV becomes a more familiar tech-
nology in Colombia, it may follow this example.
Several contacts expressed the belief that PV sales in Colombia
would increase if a foreign company established an assembly operation in
the country. Most balance of system components, such as batteries, glass,
wiring, etc. are produced in Colombia so that a joint-venture arrangement
seems feasible. However, many Colombian firms are rich in engineering
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TABLE 5.1
DISTRIBUTION OF EXISTING DIESEL GENERATORS BY MANUFACTURER
IN THE INTE:NDE:NCIES AND COMM1SSARYSIIII'S OF EASTERN COLOMBIA
GENERATOR CAI'ACITY
O-5 KW	 5_IO KW 10UW 50 K4:
Generator Manufacturer
GM Detroit Diesel 22 22
Caterpillar 2 7
rVml 1 1
Lister Blackstone	 9	 32 69 23
MAN` 13
Ruston 3 6
Bolinder 4
SLM-Oerlikon4 2
Skoda-Mez 5 11 12
YanmarC 	1
Ronda 3
Onan	 1	 1 1
Pegasso 1
Sulzers 2
MT 1 3
Dorman 10 1
Continental	 1 1
Peter McLaren 1 1
g/ Sulzer Brothers Ltd.l/ Motor-Werke Mannheim AG (West Germany)
Machinen Fabrik Auq sburq - Nurnberq AG (West Germany) (Switz(•r^and)
3/ Ruston Diesel Ltd	 (UK) 9/ Moturen-und-Turbinen
_4/ Switzerland Union Friederichshufen
5/ Skoda Compressor Sets
	
(Czechoslovahia) Gmbh	 (West Germany)
E,/ Yanmar Diesel Engino> Ltd. 	 (Japan) i0/ Dorman Diesels Ltd. 	 (UK)
7/ Peqasso E.N.D.S.A.
	 (Spain)
SOURCES: Evaluation Plan Trienal, 	 lnventorio Plantas Flectricas Diesel y Consumo de
Combustible y Aceite. DAINCO, Division de Infraestructura, Seccion E:nergia,
Mayo 22 de 1981.
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expertise and skilled workers, yet capital poor. Therefore, U.S, firms
would probably have to provide mcst of the initial capital for such a
venture. More detailed information regarding foreign direct investment
in Colombia can be found in Appendix B.
It is also important to note that Colombia's economy is characterized
by relatively high inflation, hiqh interest rates, and a steadily depre-
ciating exchange rate. These factors lead Colombian investors to prefer
quick returns on their investment of at least 30-354. Therefore, PV
may not interest many Colombian private investors because of the long
payback period (about 10 years) usually associated with it.
5.5
	 Tariff Rates and Import Restrictions
The Colombian tariff schedule consists of an eight digit numerical
sequence. The first four digits correspond to the Brussels Tariff
Nomenclature (BTN) while the last four correspond to the Andean Common
Market nomenclature known as NABANDINA. Import duties consist of specific
duties based on weight measured in kilograms for some products, and ad
valorem duties based on the normal price in the country of origin plus
transport charges, insurance, packing and all necessary expenses incurred
in bringing the merchandise into Colombia (CIF value) for other products.
Table 5.2 lists tariff classifications, tariffs, sales tax rates and amount
imported for various products of interest to the American photovoltaic
exporter.
As can be seen in Table 5.2, imported American photovoltaics are
assessed with a 10% tariff on the CIF price plus a 6 percent sales tax
on the CIF price. l It shot'_:] be recognized that this rate applies
only to the cells themselves. Imported photovoltaic systems face a tariff
equal to the highest tariff applicable to any component part (i.e., 354
for batteries). Therefore, the U.S. manufacturer should ship balance
of system components separately in order to avoid paying this higher
rate on the entire PV system.
All imports must be registered with the Institute of Foreign Trade
(INCOMFX). For some goods a prior import license is required. Colombia
maintains a system of preferential tariff rates for eligible imports from
In addition, most imports are assessed the following surcharges: 5% of
CIF value for the Export Promotion 'Fund, 1.54 of CIF valuf-' for the
Coffee Promotion Fund, and 1% of f.o.b. value for the Consular Invoice.
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TABLE 5.2
COLOMPIAN TARIFFS AND VOLUME OF IMPORTS FOR SELECTED PRODUCTS
II
Tariff	 I i
Classification	 I
Tariff	 Sales Tax	 Amount Imported	 Amount Imported
Product	 (cif value) (cif value)	 1979(USSfob)	 1980 (USSfob)
Photovoltaic 10♦ 6e 316,752 196,971
Cells
windmills 30% 6♦ 5,823 46,618
Generator sets l 50% 6% 117,914
10.5 kw
e neratoz	 sets l 50♦ 6a 3,970,9:0
0.5-1C"k-w
;thet Generator 5^ 6% 17,471,978
Sets
Generator bets 12,356,760
0.5-18.5kw
Generator sets 120,459
16.5-30kw
Other Generator 1,936,296
aetsl
,:entrifuaal 20% exempt 2,547,975 1	 140,069
pur; ,b	 4'
('entrifunal 45%2 exempt 2,157,7(.5 1,643,054
purrps 4-P"
Lead Acid 35♦ 6'i 1,531,x77 1,167,921
hatter;es
500
aml^rc hrs.
thet	 lead 30% 6% Unknown, 1,461,740
acid batteries
Nickel Cadmium 3;a 6% 693,RB0 405,675
batteries
Classification changed July 1980
Z/ Nu tariff for Andvari Pact
SJl1PCt. 'Mancel ore Aduanas, Indice Alfabetieo`; IN(TVCX, 1980.
85.21.11.00
P4.00.89.C2
85.01.03.01
85.01.03.C2
65.C1.03.99
64.40.04.01
84.1C.0A.99
85.04.01.C1
85.04.01.99
85.04.09.00
r,-G
Andean common market (ANCOM) and Latin American Free Trade Association
(LAFTA) countries. Tariffs are highest on those products which are manu-
factured domestically or are considered luxury items. For further infor-
mation regarding trade regulations see Appendix B.
	
5.6	 Standards and Regulations
The Colombian Electric Energy Institute (ICEL) has written a Tech-
nical Standard Manual, used by its subsidiaries and affiliates as well
as other electric utilities, which provides detailed specifications for
all components of transmission and distribution systems. In addition,
the Colombian Technical Standards Institute (ICONTEC) has developed
standards for all residential, commercial and public lighting installa-
tions. These specifications, which are based on U.S. electrical stan-
dards, are implemented through the electric utilities and local manufacturers
and importers. Primary electric power is 13,200 V with a secondary power
distribution of 2201110 V and 60 hertz.
The Colombian Institute of Foreign Trade (INCOME.X) does not require
specific technical standards for any imported product unless specified by
ICONTEC for imports made by Colombian government entities by means of
international bidding. However, the metric system became obligatory in
September 1976. Certain Spanish weights are also still in use, especially
in rural areas. These include the arroba (1 arroba = 27.5 pounds) and
the quintal (1 quintal = 101.43 pounds). Furthermore, the rural land
measure faneoada (R0 meters x 80 meters) and the urban land measure vara
(80 cm x 80 cm) are used in some parts of Culuml)ia.
	
5.7	 Conclusions
The Colombian market presents both advantages and disadvantages for
the American photovoltaic manufacturer. The principal advantages are:
1) Large percentage of rural population without electricity
2) High cost of grid extension
3) Maintenance and fuel supply problem:, associated with intern,,]
combustion engine generators
4) Availability of long-term financing through :ty V if "V can
be proved to be cost-competitive
Against these factors the fellowiny disadvantages must be weighed:
1) Unfamiliarity with PV, especially in rural sector
2) Government preference for mini-hydro systems for electrification
of remote areas
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3) Large hydroelectric potential
4) Reluctance of agricultural sector to use new technologies
5) Forei gn IT compt,tition
G) Lack of incentives for use of or investment in photovoltaics
In order to maximize the photovoltaic market potential in Colombia,
U.S firms should:
t
1) Offer complete systems (e.g., PV-powered water pumps, refri-
gerators, etc.)
2) Perform as much as possible of the production and assembly of
PV systems i ,.i Colombia or another Andean Pact country to avoid
higher tariffs
3) Consider fcr:ning a corporation under Colombian law with majority
Colombian participation to take advantage of ANCOM's liberal
trade policy and open up markets in other member nations.
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6.0 FEASIBLE PHOTOVOLTAIC APPLICATIONS
The purpose of this chapter is to describe PV applications in Colombia
that were found to be technically and economically feasible. This information
is then used to estimate the potential PV market size in the 1981-86 timeframe.
Technical feasibility was judged in terms of the suitability of the load
characteristics, use profile and operating environment to PV use. Applications
that require low power levels, minimal battery capacity, stable year-round
energy demand and an environment detrimental to conventional power sources were
considered most suitable for PV application. Economic feasibility was base! on
comparing the life-cycle costs of a PV system to that of a conventional gaso-
line or diesel power system. Since PV system costs are declining and energy
costs from conventional systems are increasing, at some point in' -time the costs
will be equal. An application is considered economically feasible for this
study if cost-competitiveness is reached prior to 1986.
After that year, PV cost reduction expectations will make them economically
competitive with grid electricity, thus opening up a vast new market for PV.
The cost and technical parameters use,.; to evaluate potential applications are
shown in Table 6.1.
The market estimation procedure used is based on the premise that a market
will start deve'opinq when PV systems are cost-competitive, on a life-cycle
basis, wher compared to the least cost, practical alternative. At this point,
the market share for PV will be close to zero as the conventional systems
have the advantages of existing supply and repair infrastructure, tradition,
.nd less initial capital investment. Once the cost equality point is passed,
their rate of penetration will be determined by market-related factors. An-
other assumption made is that PV systems will have greatest acceptance by those
currently using conventionally powered equipment. The bound on the market is
stimated to be the peak power required for the total number of cost-competitive,
practical applications. The upper bound is there adjusted by a subjectively
determined market penetration rate to obtain the 1981-86 market size. The pene-
tration rate is determined by factors such as: level of awareness, first year
of cost-competitiveness, financing availability and institutional barriers/
r	 incentives.
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Table 6.1
Cost and Technical -era maters Used in Cost-Competitiveness Analysis
A
i
'I
Discount Rate (t)
Analysis Life (years)
Fuel Cost - Gasoline
('O/gallon) Diesel
Real Fuel Cost Escalation
Life of Conventional System
(years)
Labor Cost ($/hour)
Battery Life (years)
Battery Cost ($/A}I)
Solar Insolation (langleys/day)
Average Insolation (lanvlevs/day)
FV system cost $/WF
without batteries
(includes a 10% CIF
surcharge over JPL
cost projection:.)
12
20
0.86-2.25
0.70-1.75
5
5-'.0
2.00-3.00
5
1
J F M A M	 J
450 445 420 375 370	 350
J A S 0 N	 L
380 410 430 360 390	 390
398+ 33 (std. dev. )
	
1980	 PA2	 1984	 1986
	
18.89	 8.86	 6.56	 4.26
,.
I 
Note: All costs are measured in 1980 dollars, and discount and fuel
escalation rates are measured after factoring out inflation.
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The following applic..tie>ta; are discussed in tilt ,
 rvma1n0O.'r of thin; ehal,ter:
• coffec sector use!,
• cattle waterinq
• rural watrr supply and irrigation
• rural telephone
• rural health ports and health centers
• rural domestic uses
6.1 Coffee Sector
6.1.1 Sector Characteristics
Coffee is by far the most important exhort product for Colombia. In 1980,
coffee accounted for 611, of Colombia's exhort earnings. About 20% of the
country's planted larl is devoted to coffee.
Colombia's Ministry of Agriculture reports a total harvest for 1980 reach-
inq 3.53 billion kilograms of coffee berries for a production of 762 million
kilograms of coffee. while coffee grows throughout Colombia, the most pro-
ductive regions are in the mountain slopes of the central hi ghlands. The
departments of Antioquia, Caldas, Tolima, Valle, Risaralda, Quindio and
Cundinamarca produce almost 801. of the ,
 total, which is grown or. 1.75 trillion
hectares (Table 1 ill 	 C).
Coffec is harvested throughout the year although there are major and minor
harvests occurring at different times, dependinq on the- region. (Table 2 in A)pendix C).
i.1.2 The Process
Coffee berries are picked by hand du y inq the day. Ill 	 evening, the
meat or pulp is removed of mills and the bean with the remaining pulp is allow-
ed to ferment overnight. The following day the coffee is washed and cl-ssified
and the drying process begins.
Approximately 55t of the harvest is dried mechanically in silos using
dit-sel oil to provide heated air and electrical blowers to move the air. Mech-
anized dryinq is not common except on large farm.. The de-pulping process, as
wt-11 as the fermentation and Iryinq, is done at the farm!. wl.e;rc- the coffee is
licked. De-pulping mill are driven manually, with electric motors or with
srwll gasoline engines. It is estimated that in excess of It of the national
fuel oil consumption goes into the drying of the coffee beans in thv larger
farms. The remainin q 45' of they coffee is air dried using a variety of
(,_3
techniques to enhance dry:nq by exposing the beans to the sun. Once the coffee
is dry it is taken to cantral mills for the final mi,'inq, classification and
marketing.
Althouqh coffee farm sizes vary considerably, the average is about 12
hectare: *;th a prvduction of 4H,000 kilograms of coffee berries per year.
There are an estimated 16,500 farms of this size.
6.1.3 PV AplAicataon Possibilities
Al Coffee De-pulping
The coffer-producinq areas of Colombi.., being in the Central Mountain
Ranqes, are electrified, deriving their electrical energy mostly from hydro-
electric installations. It is estimated, though, that a ,.; manv as 101 of the
sm.iiler farms lack electrical energy to leer their de-pulping equipment. At
the farm level, then, it is possible that photovoltaic equipment could become
an alternative to gascline powered engines. There would bn a further advantage
if the PV system could also satisfy domestic electricity needs where electrical
service is lackinq.
The typical installation, which PV systems could lower, uses a 2 FP gaso-
line engine. The capacity of this de-pulping equipment is about 400 kilograms
of coffee berries per hour. It is estimated that as many .is 8,000 such systems
are in operation, but the average use is only about 120 hours/year
(Table 3 in A} ,pendix C). While these small de-pulping machines use 2
or 3 HP enginvr,, the act -al requirements are in the order cf
0.75 to 1 HP. Larqer engines arc used just because they are available. In fact,
a vertical drum type de-?,ulping machine has recently been developed and is now
bcsng marketed. It processes about 1,000 kgs/hour and uses. a 0.5 HP
tlectric motor. The actual bower re ,4uirement is listed as 0.36 HP.
It is important to realize that present practices call for the de-pulping
operation to be dune late in the clay, ar.d as soon as possible after the berries
are picked. This; .could call for Pt' systems with storage batteries capaLle of
deliverinq from 0.5 to 1.'
Systems installed for dr-pu'%ping coffee berries would also be used for
7eneral electric needs and could hr used to power fans to enhance coffee drying.
H1 Coffee Bean Drying
The proper dryinq of the coffee bean in an iml ,ort.nt factor affecting the
quality of the product. Due to technological advances, the production of
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coffee per unit land has more than doubled in the last decade. This increased
production has demanded new and improved drying techniques. Most dryers in
use today burn oil, wood or coal, although there are some all-electric units
being marketed.
Photovoltaic systems would be used to power the blowers in coffee dryers,
but this would be the case only if PV power were competitive with centrally
qenerated electrical power, which is doubtful at this time.
6.1.4 Market Size Estimate
While it is possible that some of the now manually powered operations,
with proper financial aid, may enter the market for some sort of power equipment,
at this point this possibility is not considered likely.
Given a scenario of PV power systems being competitive with small oasoline
eng ines, there would be a market for PV systems for use on small to average
size farms that now lack electricity or an adequate electrical service (8,000
to 12,000 farms). Since there is the added benefit of PV systems to satisfy
	 i
domestic electricity needs, on could envision 5-25% of the farmers buying PV
systems in the 1981-86 time period.
An economic analysis showed that PV power equipment will be competitive
with qasoline-enqine generated power by the year 1984 in farms now using
horizontal drum de- pulping machin e s. For farms using the less power-consuming
vertical drum machines, the year of cost-competitiveness is 1982. The r,,-
spective sizes of the PV arrays are 680 WD and 480 Wp for these operations.
They are capable of satisfyin g process power needs as well as domestic electri-
cal needs.
Tht- estimated market for PV equipment in this sector is about 400-2000
units of 580 Wp on the average, for a total of 200-1100 KWp for this period
until 1986. The average market size may be about 300 KW p . The principal
deterrent to achieving a larqer market is the lack of awareness. If PV
systems are favorably received, a demand for such systems is bound to continue
beyond 1986.
6.2 Cattle Sector
6.2.1 Sector Characteristics
Colombiti has over 41 million hectares of use f ul pasture for ra i sing cattle.
However beef pro3uctivit%	 iow compare.l to other Latir American countries.
This is attributed to poor management, 1nw quality feed and health problems.
The rate of growth for the industry is also very low.
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Beef is raised on the riinge; there are basically three important beef-
producing areas in Colombia: the Caribbean region, the Andean region and
Cie Oriental Plains. Total beef poFulation is estimated at 24 million head, mostly
concentrated in the Caribbean (42%) and Andean (40%) regions. A small
percentage of the production is exported as meat or on the hoof. Illegal
exhorts apparently abound.
A study, Diaqnostico Technoiogico, made by the Agricultural Institute of
Colombia (ICA) Dints out that there exist no up-to-date or reliable statistics
with regard to bovine prod-ic:tlon in Colombia and that information on the subject 	 f
has to be obtained from those experienced in the industry or directly from prc- 	 j
duccr:; and cattle associations. The team visited with several lending agencies, 	 IJ
cattle Producer association members and agricultural experts to obtain information
for this study.
The Andean and Caribbean reqions are the more fertile regions where cattle
feed on improved pastures and some grain. Here cattle are raised at a density
of 1 or 2 head per hectare. Cattle have access to natural water or water is
drawn from fairly deep wells using 50-60 hp. diesel pump sets. The latter is
rsed when electrical service is inadequate. In many cases, these same water
supplies are used for crop irrigation.
The Oriental Plains, Orinoynia and Amazonia present a signifi.:antly dif-
ferc-nt )picture. Here the soil is not fertile and little improvement exists
over natural native pastures. Natural pastures do nut constitute pastures as
we know them; there arc simply weeds that are kept "pasture like" at an im-
mature stage of growth by the cattle feeding and by burning.
In the .rinoquia reyiern each head of cattle is alloted 2 to 3 hectares
of land, while in some of the less fertile areas of the Amazonia up tc 5 hec
tares havo to be provi•9ed per head (land cast is a few dollars per hectare).
B,ef cattle in this region are taken to market after 38 months of age; the
av6rage weight at slain;titer is 2i5 kilograms (compared to about 400 kilograms
for the Andea,t region) .
water supplies and quality feed are major problems for cattlemen in the
Oriental Flatlands.
6.2.2 Possi ble Uses of i'V Pqur;mrent in the BeefCattle Industry
While the more productive ,
 cattle areas are within reach of the power grid,
have abundant natural water supplies or extract it from deep wc, w.th fairly
Ia rcte diesel Bump sets, the cattle industry in the oriental Plains may present
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a market foi fairly small PV bower sj.z tems. The fullowing discussion applies
to this region.
Two areas of need were pointed out enthusiastically by the General Manager
and other members of Fedellanos (Cattlemen Federation of the Llanos). These
two areas of need are cattle watering during dry seasons and don •,estic electrical
needs for households. Members of Fedellanos expressed much interest in PV
powered cattle watering stations since lack of water during some period:: of the
year is the major problem for the industry.
There are between 5 and 6 million head of cattle raised in the Orinoquia and
Amazonia regions. Many agricultural specialists indicated a need for develoFing 	 I
this region since, in their opinion, in this area lies the future of ColombiGn	 I
agriculture. Aside from cattle, the area presents great potential for crops
such as rice, sugar cane, cotton, cassava, beans, plantains, cacao, etc., as
well as fishing and fur exploitation. The area is tropical, hot and has marked
rainy and dry seasons (See Table 6.2).
Cattle are raised on the range, asually 2 to 5 hectares of land per
animal, depending on the region, and they are kept in groups of about 300 head.
Ideally each group should have a watering station. Presently most cattle ob-
tain their water from rivers, creeks and ponds. These dry up during
becember, January and February, and the little water that is available is often
contaminated. 'wring the dry season, pasture growth is also minimal. Lack of
water and feed thus result in great mortality and weiqht loss.
Existing wells for cattle watering are minimal; the existing few have
windmill driven water pumps but these are being replaced by gasoline or diesel
	 i
engines. The primary reason for replacement is the low reliability of and lack
of repair for windmills. Centro las Gaviotas is now manufacturing a windmill
pump. The factory, located in Gaviotas, Commissary of Vichada, has a capacity
to manufacture 3,000 such windmill pumps per year. Presently they have produced
4,000 units and are producinq about 2,000 per year.
Gasoline and diesel powered pump sizes range from a few horsepower to 15-20 HP
on the larger ranches. Gasoline as well as diesel fuel have to be transported
by air in many cases, adding about 504' to the cost of a gallon. This
results in a fuel cost of about $1.75 a gallon fur diesel. Repair parts also
have to be flown in to the Llanos areas, making pumping equipment operation costly.
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TABLE 0.2
MEAN MONTHLY PRECIPITATION AND TEMPERATURL•'
FOR TWO LOCATIONS IN THE LLANOS ORIENTALES
Station/Municipality
Las Gaviotas/Vichada Santiago Peres/Arauca
Month Precip. Temp. Preci	 . am-
Mm oc mm oC
January 31 26.8 9.6 27.5
February 45 27.8 9.7 28.5
March 144 27.5 30.8 29.0
April 177 26.5 93.9 27.8
may 320 25.3 153.6 26.7
June 433 24.7 241.9 26.0
July 318 24.4 282.6 25.7
Auyust 306 24.8 192.1 26.1
September 210 25.4 266.0 26.7
October 238 25.6 88.8 27.1
November 174 26.1 106.3 27.2
DecerL'ber 86 26. 1 20.1 27.3
Total Precipitation 2482 mm (97.7 ?n.) 1495.4 rim	 (55.9	 in.)
Average .Temperature 25.90C	 (79oF) 27.10C (81oF)
Source: Calendario Meteorologico 1981
HTMAT
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Fedellanos members said that gasoline and diesel powered pumping stations are very
seldom used for cattle due to operation and maintenance cost. A reliable sub-
stitute would be more than welcome by the Fedellanos members.
Beside the possibility of usinq PV systems for pumpinq water into reservoirs,
Fedellanos members saw a potential for small systems to be used for domestic
needs. This issue is addressed in Section 6.6. A further possibility, but per-
haps more remote, would be the use of PV systems for small industries in thc•
area dealing with furs, meat processing, fish and fruit.
6.2.3 Water Pumping Stations CharacteriFtics
Since there are few watering stations at this time an estimate has to be
made as to the future needs. Consultation with cattle ranchers indi-
cates that ideally a waterinq station ought to be provided for each group of
300-400 animals. Water needs are in the order of 50-60 liters (2 cu.ft.) per
head per day, or a total of 24 cubic meters (850 cu.ft.) per group per day.
Reservoirs ouqht to be sized for a 3-5 day supply--about 100 cubic meters
(3500 cu.ft.)
The water table may be as deep as 10 meters (30 ft.) Although the average is about
5 meters (15 ft.). Pumping energy required, based on 24 cubic meters and a 10
meter total dynamic head, is about 1.5 kwh/day (assuming a 503 pumpinq system
efficiency). Mean solar radiation durinq the months in question for the area
is 450 Ly/day, so that each individual pumping station would have to be equipped
with a PV system of about 350 Wp. For this type of application it appears to
make sense to use a small double-acting submersible piston oumr , which at a
cost of $30, is already being produced in ^_:L)lombia for windmill applications. This
viston pump operates ur , to about 500 cycles per minute.
6.2.4 Market Size Estimate
An economic analysis shows that PV systems will not be cost-competitive for
cattle waterinq until 1986. The primary reusoit why competitiveness is not reached
urtil 1986 is that the PV array would not be required during six months of the
year when pumpinq is not required. During this six-month period (May-October)
rainfall provides adequate water for the cattle. However, there are many factors
that would make PV waterinq systems desirable. These are:
better cattle health
• less maintenance than other systems
• no need for operator travel to watering station to start up and shut off
engines
•
f1 -9
• no need for fuel supply
• longevity of the system
These factors, together with the possibility of using the PV system for
domestic needs durinq May to October, makes the proposition attractive and, in
our judgement, as well as in that of the people contacted in Colombia, there would
be a sizeable market prior to I9P6. If above factors are considered PV systems
will be competitive with other means of satisfying domestic needs as early as 1982
in areas such as the Llanos Oriental where fuel costs are high.
Data from Caja Aq raria (Table 6.3) indicate that about 200 ptunp sets were
sold last year in the area. Assuming a competitive price, one may expect PV sale^-
in the year of cost-competitiveness to be abouL 108 of such figure, perhaps
increasinq at a rate of 25 per year. This estimate reflects the opinion of the
cattle federation officials. Under these conditions the market for the 1981-86
timeframe would be about 102 KWp (300 sets of 340 Wp). Under more optimistic
circumstances a market for about 500 sets could develop during 1981-86.
6.3 Pural Water Sup})lies and Small Irrigation
6.3.1 Sector Characteristics
According, to some of the contacts made in Colombia there would be an exten-
sive market for rV powered } pump sets to satisfy domestic water needs and small
irrigation needs for rural families. As the team researched the subject,
it became evident that while the need for water exists, the market for PV
equipment for this use is hard to estimate.
Accordina to Tncomex, 1^arne6 dr Colombia and Caja de Credito Agraria,
about 5,000 puml . sets are being sold yearly in Colombia, tle vast majority being
small 3-5 HP gasoline sets. To a great extent these are used as standby equip-
ment due to the unreliability of centrally qenerated power and for auvlicatiIns
where the portability of this equipment is important. In many cases, gasoline
powered pump sets arc •
 purchased solely for convenience rather than need.
Since most of the population is centered around the Andean region, where
natural water supplies and electricity are available, the need for communal
water supplies is slight. Those without piped watci into their houses obtain
it from community water sources (shallow wc_lis, a0ueducts, reservoirs, creeks,
etc.). This arour of pen1 , le cannot afford any other means for obtaining their
water.
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TABLE 6.3
II
i!
SALES OF GASOLINE POWERED PUMPS AT THE ORIENTAL AND VAILEDUPAR
OUTLET OF CAJA DE CREDITO AC.RARIA (1980)
Ta a Size Price No.	 Sold
Make/model HP/dish. diam. U.S.	 $
Bariies/5ccg 3 HP/11	 in. $ 412 34
Ba,*nes/7ccg 3 HP /2 in. $ 414 39
Barnes /9ccg 5 HP/2 in. $482 20
Barnes/18ccg 7 HP/3 in. $ 888 7
Barnes/l-'ccg 3 HP/11	 in, $ 484 9
Barner,,'2015 HC 7 HP /2 in. $ 844 6
Barnes/2020 HC 9 HP/3 in. $1188 1
1	 IL%!/5G-6 2 HP/1.5 in. $ 313 5
1	 IL!; 6G-8 3 HP/2 in. $ 351 13
1 HM/5G-8 3 HP11.5 in. $	 :;ti9 4
1	 IL%!/5n 2 HP/1.5 in $	 2')9 13
1	 H'•".15n-H 3 HP/1.5 in. $ 332 7
1	 1i.// 7M 3 HP/2 in. $ 335 30
1 M/17 M 7 HP/3 in. $ 831 6
194
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Families in the less populated areas of the Oriental Plains obtain their
water from creeks or shallow wells. Apparently water supplies here are not the
central issue; the problem many times is water quality, since sanitary facili-
ties are lacking.
For those cases where water supply is solely dependent on gasoline powered
pump sets, data showing amounts of water needed or hours of operation of the
pumping equipment is not available. Based on conversations with pump distrib-
utors, agricultural experts and producers, one could deduce that these sets
(average 3 HP) are used one-half to one hour per day, year around, and pump
water into reservoirs, or large tanks. This being the case, these systems
require 1 to 2 kwh per day.
The cost of a gasoline powered pump set of the type described above is
about US$420 with operation and maintenance cost of US$250/year. The present
value of such a system operated for 20 years then equals about US$3,000. Under
this condition, a PV powered pump set (500 Wp) would be competitive with gaso-
line powered equipment prior to 1984.
6.3.2 Market Size Estimate
Assuming that 10% of the pump sets sold operate in conditions similar to
those described here, a market as large as 250 KWp would exist for PV powered
water pump sets in any one year.
The question of how many buyers of water pumping equipment would consider
buying PV systems at considerably higher initial cost but competitive life cycle
costs cannot be answered definitively . Given the conditions and many con-
veniences of PV equipment, one would conjecture a market size for 300-500 sets
totalling about 200 KWp to exist for the early 1980s based on the subjective
judgement interviewees.
6.4 Pural Telephones
6.4.1 Sector Characteristics
The only significant PV activity presently going on in Colombia has to do
with PV powered rural telephones (See Section 2.3). The Colombian Telecommun-
ication Authority, in Phase I of its rural telephone program, has contracted
for the installation of 2,000 PV powered telephore units. This contract was
granted to Lucas Energy Systems of England.
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Phase II of the program, solicitations for which will be released late in
1982, calls for 2,200 PV powered pay phones to be installed. The complete
program seeks to provide telephones to every locality with a population ex-
ceedinq 200 inhabitants. The second phase of the Rural Telephone pro gram 11.1:,
five objectives, to be carried out between 1982 and 1986:
1. complete services to all communities larger than 200 inhabitants
2. study and satisfy private communication needs
3. study and satisfy mobile communication needs
4. provide telephones to the Llanos Orientales (250 communities)
5. evaluate phases I and II of the program
The needs to satisfy objective 1 have been established (2,200 pay tele-
phone units) while objectives 2-4 are undergoing feasibility studies.
6.4.2 Market Size Estimate
The immediate market size for PV systems called for in phase II of Telecom's
program consists of 2,200 systems, average size 72 Wp for a total of 160 Kwp.
It has also been estimated that an immediate market for private communi-
cation exists for about 125 similarly sized units. Thus, the total rural communi-
cation market in the 1981-86 time frame is about 170 KWp.
6.5 Rural Health Posts and Health Centers
6.5.1 Se-tor Characteristics
According to health authorities in the National Planning Department and
Ministry of Health, the health problems in Colombia are in rural areas due to
the inability of medical Personnel to reach and provide vaccinations to peoFle
in rural, isolated regions.
Lxpenditures in health programs have increased considerably In the last 10
years and account for almost 108 of the national budget. From 1978 to 1979
appropriations for health programs increased 221. reaching $221 million. From
administerinq vaccinations) has doubled, but it is estimated that they only cover
35^. of the needs.
Health care in rural areas is conducted at health } posts and health centers
and hospitals. Thar( . are about 850 hospitals in Colombia, 54-1 health centers
and 1,500 health posts.
Health centers usually have a permanent doctor and have facilities for minor
surgery, and many have 5-10 beds. They usually require a yeas-round supply of
electricity and are tied to the electric grid. They may have stand-by enqine
generator sets in the ranqe of 5-12 KW.
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Health posts are attended by a nurse or nurse's aid and may have a doctor
occasionally. In isolated areas posts may have engine generator sets in the range
of 1.5-3.0 KW and are used only 3j hours/day. Refrigerators are kerosene powered.
There are about 3,000 rural health promoters; each covers an area of about
3 square miles. They travel on horseback or bicycles, obtaining their vaccines
from health posts or centers. Vaccines are kept refrigerated in thermos bottles.
In 1979, they administered 1,323,939 TB vaccines, 418,302 polio vaccines, 744,834
measle vaccines and 393,622 DPT vaccines.
6.5.2 Potential for PV Applications
There are three main areas where PV systems would be applicable in the
rural health area:
• power systems for health posts;
• health post refrigeration and
• small refrigerators for vaccines used by health promoters.
1,ower systems for health posts would be sized in the range of 1.5-3.0 KWo
with storage capacity for 3 days. (This assumes an energy consumption of 6-8
kwh/day and that use would be limited to absolute necessities during cloudy
i crio&I .
The market for these systems would probably be limited to new installations
or to those where generators are being replaced. Funds for the purchase
of such equipment would have to come from the Colombian government or a national
or international health organization. There is a drawback to the use of PV systems
on some rural health posts in that power is needed in a fairly erratic schedule,
as when emergencies occur, and under those conditions *_here is a tendency to
favor gasoline powered equipment.
Refrigeration in health posts is now provided with kerosene powered units
with about 10 cubic feet capacity. Most of these units are Electrolux and
cost 45,000 Colombian pesos (US$1,000).
Kerosene consumption for these refrigerators is about one liter per day at
a cost of roughly 15 cents per day.
Assuming a similar sized electrical refrigerator, it would consu;ne about
1.5 kwh/day. A simple comparison of these costs would indicate that PV powered
refrigerator could not compete with what is presently being used due to cost.
(NOTE: The NASA team conducting a similar study in Mexico arrived at the sam,2
conclusion in that country, DC)E/NASA-0180-4).
T
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Small refrigerator-freezers for vaccines of the cold-chain tylx (polio,
measles, etc.) may be a potential application for PV systems. Presently thermos-
type containers are carried by health promoters in their vaccination campaigns.
These containers can maintain proper temperatures for up to two days, but there
are many regions in the country that cannot be reached in that time. Life
expectancy in those areas may be as little as 35 years. The social and economic
benefits of havinq PV powered refrigeration for this purpose are hard to estimate.
Since no practical alternative is available, PV powered refrigerator-freezers
will become feasible as soon as their usefulness is successfully demonstrated.
Thus, they could become technically and economically feasible by 1982.
6.5.3 Market Size Estimate
Economic analysis indicated that PV systems to provide electricity for
rural health posts will be competitive with gasoline powered systems as early
as 1983 depending on location and fuel costs. The market size for PV syst^ms
would probably be limited to new installations and those being replaced, this
number is estimated at 5-7 per year for the 1980's; this would limit the market
to about 40-50 PV units. The total 1981-86 market would be about 60-75 KWp.
The Health Division of the National Planning Department, estimates that
as many as one thousand vaccine refrigerators could be used by health promoters.
Realistically speaking, one would expect that, with proper lobbying and
financing, a market for perhaps 10 units a year would exis t, -`o: the 1981-86
timeframe. The total market for PV s ystems in rural health applications would be
about 70-90 KWp in the 1981-86 timeframe,
6.6 Rural Mamestic Uses
6.6.1 Sector Characteristics
Time and time again the need for basic electrical service to rural families
was pointed out by contacts in Colombia. Using PV systems to satisfy basic
electrical needs in rural areas was of great interest to mos, of the contacts.
Statistics  show that only 571 of v.3tential subscribers have electrical
service now. This amounts to 2.11 million users or 14.2 million inhabitants.
Left without electrical service are some 10.6 million people (1.6 million
families). It is also estimated that 8bt of the urban population has electrical
service while only 13% of the rural sector is connected to tree electric qrid.
av demoarachic zones then, there are 522,000 urban families and 1,113,000
rural families without electrical service.
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(	 (l.6.2 Potential for PV AFplications
As discussed in Chapter 2, despite the intensive electrification program,
ja large number of rural inhabitants will not have electrical services in the late
1^
I
	19sos. Herein lies some potential for PV equipment. The type of users in this
i	 category fall into four classes:
• Wealthy ranchers and land owners who need power on their estate:: when
they visit them. They presently have small diesel or gasoline powered
generator sets. There are about 4,000 generator sets (averaging 3 M
imported to Colombia every year. As many as 5♦ may be going to these
wealthy landowners. Statistics are not available to determine where
these sets go, or how many hours a year these are used. Many of these
landowners are absentee landowners who may visit their ranches 20 or 30
days a year. Based on conversations with cattle ranchers, importers,
agricultural experts and electric company personnel, the market for 11V
systems would be about 20-40, 1.0-2.0 KWp PV systems per year, starting
immediately, if they were almost competitive with small generator sets.
Apparently PV systems would riot have to be strictl, , competitive with
gasoline systems on a cost basis; people would buy them at a premium
price due to convenience (e.g., no need to transport fuel).
• The second class of non-electrified user that may c •o,isider a PV system
for domestic uses would be those who require electricity but simply
are not close enough to the power grid for this to be economically
possible. Unlike the previous group, these users require power year-
round. These would be the 16,000 landowners who own land in the ranc;e
of 200-1,000 hectares. A conservative estimate would be that 0.5%
of this group might buy PV systems if they were coripetitiv-2 with gasoline
powered generators in the 1-3 KW range.
• A third potential FV system user would be those communities of less than
200 people not served by or included in the rural electrification plans.
The needs of these small communities would include a central water pumping
station, community center (e.g., communal TV, refrigerator, etc.) an3
perhaps some very small industry. While authoritieF in DP.I/DND (In-
tegrated Rural Development/National Planning Depar +_ment) saw this as a
,.
nice" possibility, prospects fer such installation materializing arl>
minimal, mainly due to lack of financial resources.
• A fourth and last possibility for using PV systems to satisfy rur31 domestic
electrical needs would be small individual family :;ystem for basic
lighting and radio use. If any power system were to compete with other
sources of energy for domestic uses, the sources of energy replaced would
be wood and coal for cooking and dry cells for lighting and powering radios.
1 Plan de Integration National-Departments National de Planeacion, 1960.
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A study conducted for the Integrated Rural Development (DR1; prorram in
1977 shows that the average rural family spent 6,000 Colombian pesos (in
191 7 about US$250) per year in such forms of energy.
On a weekly oasis this study shows each non-electrified rural
family using 150 kilogram of firewood, 75 kilograms of coal,
2 gall-,ns of kerosene, 12 candles and one 6 volt dry cell.
The energy content of these sources amountb to 1,500 kwh/week
of whii.h about 100 Kwh/week goes to lighting and powering
radios. The cost of kerosene, candleL and dry cells was esti- 1
mated at 160 Colombian pesos (1977) per week (US$5) per family.
Since the efficiency of conversion to light of the above men-
tioned fuels is so low, it is estimates *_:iat the 100kwh of
kerosene, etc., are equivalent to only 20 watt hours of elec-
tricity. (For example, one mantle type kerosene lantern burns
one liter of kerosene in about 6 hours, the equivalent of 1.2
KW, to produce lightinq similar to a 200 watt bulb.) Under
these conditions, the typical Colombian non-electrified rural
resident pays the equivalent of 25 to 30¢ per kwh for his
lighting needs. Unfortunately, few if any rural families have
access to $2500 or 13000 to acquire a small PV system (income
less than US$200 per year). The only possibility in this area
would be for those families involved in the production of es-
tablishea, marketable I^roduce such as coffee, which may count
on the help of programs such as Prodesarroll (See Section 6.1).
6.6.3 Market Size Estimate
Providina PV systems become cost comtietitive with small (about 2,000) watt
gasoline powered generator sets, and meet conditions as described above, a
market for 1-2 KWp systems would exist for rural domestic uses for the large
anc medium size landowners.
An economic analysis showed that PV systems would be competitive with gaso-
line powered generators as earl! ? as 1982, depending on fuel costs. (see sum-
mary table.) A market for as many as 600 1.15 KW1) systems may exist through
1 086 for a total of 690 KWI C in this area.
The total market for PV s ystems	 rural health applications would he or,
the order of 70-90 KWI, in the 1981-86 timuframc.
6.7 Summary of Applications Showing Significant Market for PV Systems by 1986
Table 6.4 is a summar,, of potential uses for PV power systems that wore
found to present a significant market. The table shows respective array sizes,
potential number of applications, market size and year of cost conpetitiveness.
1 E'nergia J^ural (Rural Lnvrgy) Infortne del Grul ho de Energia en Areas DRI Bogota,
Dec. 1977.
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The market size estimated are presented as ranges, the lower figure being
representative of a market dovelopment ur.dAr conditions of little extra govern-
ment support and financing over what exists ncw. Also, these lower figures
reflect the fact that the timeframe of this study is only 3 to 4 years to develop
a market for PV system-?. Thi, amrunt of time is veal short, particularly given
the financial and social conditions of the country.
The higher figure assumes aggressive marketing by the PV companies, ass;sted
by financial as well as educational and awareness cam paigns, possibly with the
backing of the Colombian government.
1-
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7.0 APPLICATIONS SHOWING LITTLE PROMISE FOR PV SYSTEMS
The following applications were evaluated and were found to have little
technical and economic feasibility. The primary reasons for the inappropriate-
ness of stand-alone PV systems is large power requirements, no year-round
energy demand or becau3e plants are located near the grid.
7.1 Brown Sugar (Panela) Production
7.1.1 Sector Characteristics
Brown sugar is produced from sugar cane by small land owners in Colombia
throughout the temperate and warm regions. The total land devoted to this crop
isabout 300,000 hectares generally in the North Western half of the country.
Sugar cane for brown sugar is planted in the same regions as coffee. The
lebcr force is shared between the two crops and fluctuates from one to the other
depending on the price for each.
It is estimated that as many as 300,000 families derive part of their income
frc,m she prod=tion of brown sugar. There are approximately 63,000 trapiches
(cane milling and processing plants) which process 9.3 million tons of cane
resulting in alm;.st 1 million tons of brown sugar per year.
Cane is harvested throughout the year. When a large enough batch has been
harvested (about 5 tons) it is put through the milling and cooking process. The
cane is crushed and the j u ices are collected and cooked until the consistency
of the mash is th i.ck
 enough to be put in molds. Once the sugar is crystallized,
it is crushed.
The crushers are driven mostly by mules or diesel engines, although there
are a few powered by electric motors and water wheels. Engines are primarily
Lister, ranging from 8 to 24HP, the most common being the smaller size. It is
estimated that only about 25% of the trapiches are mechanized.
Energy for cooking the juices is derived from the bagasse, wood, coal and
even old tires.
i.1.2 Market for PV Power Svstems
There is little if any possibility for PV systems to be used in the Pa.nela
industry. The reason is the large size of the power plants needed and the
very few hors a year that they are operated. The typical crushes is •:sed only
an average of 150 hours per year; and when it is operated, it is required to
work for several hours at a time. A PV system designed for such operations
would necessarily have a very large storage capacity. This would make the system
very expensive and the advantage of a C:eclining cost in sclar cells in years to
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come would not result in as pronounced a decline in the total system installation
and operatinq cost. There may be a small market for PV systems for domestic
electricity uses for farms producing brown sugar, as was discussed in Chapter 6.
Cassava (or yucca)
Four percent of the planted cropland in Colombia is devoted to cassava.
Production in 1980 reached 2.7 million tons; acreage involved in growing
the crop is about 250 thousand hectares. Cassava is often grown in rotation
with other staples and it is consumed mostly where grown. Eighty percent of the
pr.- rction is consumed fresh, about 18% is fed to animals (hogs, poultry and
cattle), the rest is used for starch production.
Cassava grows throughout Colombia, from sea level to 2,000 meters in
altitude. The larger producers are the departments of Antioquia, Bolivia,
Santander, Cordoba, Cesar, Pieta and Cauca.
Cassava is largely grown by small producers, it does not keep well and
therefore very little large scale commercial production takes place. it is
estimated that there are about 160 central processing plants in Colombia with a
capacity to process 1,000-2,000 Kg/day. Processing ;assava into starch involves
a washing process, grating and fermentation, followed by straining. Processing
plants typically use 5 HP motors, one for washing, one for qratinq and one for
straining.
An effort is beinq maae by Centro las Saviotas to market a small, bicycle
type grating machine for the small producer. This human powered machine has
a 10 kg/hr capacity, and while it would help to preserve cassava in a certain
way (like bread or starch), Culomi>iar, agricultural experts see little future in
the use of such machines.
The little cassava that is processed, is processed in centrally located
F-lants which are fed by the electrical power grid. .Much the same is true for
many other agricultural commodities in Colombia. Cassava production does not
offer any significant market in terns of PV equipment applications.
7. 3 Fi ue
Fique (sisal-like fiber) manufa_-ture was investigated as a possible PV
application in decentralized reg_ons since it is a crop for which some of the
processing is done at the farm level.
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About 32,000 hectares are devote to t is crop; the productivity is about
1,500 kg per hectare. Fique is grown mostly in Cauca, Santander, Antioquia
and Norte de Santander.
Fique is harvested, the leaves are crushed and the fibers extracted, then
put through a fermentation process and finally dried. The dried fibers are thin
taken to central mills for the manufacture of tieing, wrapping and packing itemz.
There are an estimated 5,000 stripping machines used at the farm level..
These are used to obtain the fiber from the leaves. They use 5 to 7 HP gas;-aline
engines.
Fique processing does not appear to be a feasible PV application area since
the engines used at the farm level receive a small amount of yearly use and
as in the brown sugar making process, when they are used, the demand is -rely high.
This would require extensive energy storage capacity and the cost wou].k^A be
prohibitive. Further, packing manufacturers repair and maintain these r.ngY.^s
at little cost to the farmer to assure themselves of a steady supplv of fiber.
Processing of the fiber beyond the farm level is done at large plants
which derive their energy needs from the power grid.
7.4 Sugar Cane
Sugar cane is an important crop for Colombia's domestic consumption as well
as export. Almost 140,000 ha are devoted to this crop yielding 1,134,400 tens
of sugar. while cane grows thrcughout the country the major sugar cane gr.o:4zr,a
region is in the Cauca Valley where there are 16 large suge.r mills. All =agar
is processed in large mills man} of which have control over extensive land area:,
or have contracts with producers for their crops.
A new stand of cane is planted every 10 years and harvested every 14 M':rit?^s
Plantinqs are scheduled so that harvesting is continuous through the year.
Cane is cut by hand and placed on piles from which a grate-type loader lvrlda
it into trucks or wagons to be taken to the mills.
Sugar cane has to be irrigated about 8 to 10 times in the 14 month
cycle. About 2,000 to 2,500 cubic meters of water are used per hr'ctar l^ her ry:,'-•
^r- 	
Irrigation is done mostly by furrow although sprinklers are used.
Irrigation water is extracted from deep wells. In the Cauca V41ey distan-
between wells and well depths are regulated by CVC (Corporacion AutnnOtlra
Regional De g
 Cauca). wells are• not closer than 1,000 meters from each oi'lie!
the depth has to hr 130 m. Water pumping is done with turbine *.yr'- tt'mPs,
Worthington or berkeley, driven by 100-110 HP engines (Detroit, ^. "'. ►.:e,
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Enerny u ges in the S11- a" cane arP si aYF re ctt ri, r!to,j to land nrnpar. at inn .
harvesting , irri gation and millin g . Their rPdui.rements are ^Zt^.^3f_Pd by
equipment much larger than the PV systems considered in this study or, in
the case of processing, by equipment powered by the eiactric grin. Other
than domestic uses for families involved in cane production t}.e sugar industry
does not present a market for PV systems.
7.5
	 F_ice
S
Eight percent of the available land in Colombia is devoted to rice; most
' of which is consumed within the country.
	 4h i . 1 e r'^e is :—odur;ed just a.bour
everywhere in Colombia the departments of 'iolima, M_ta, Huila. Cesar and
c
Sucre produce 75% of the total. 	 It is estimat-a rrat almost F,0% of rice
production is fully mechani zed.	 There -!re t..o hary ?sts t.er year.
Crapping practices are split Pqually octwe o paddy anal dry cultivation,
but irriaated rice fields produce a! •aosr- 24 L i ras as mr ch as dry cultures.
Rice production and yields have increased considerably in the last 20 years through
Lhe efforts of Fedearroz, CIAT and HIMAT by developing new varieties and ex-
tensive irrigation projects.
Irrigation	 s done in a fairly large scale using 100 hp and greater
diesel pump sets with turbine type deep well pumps.
	 lrrigation water needs
i
are about 14,000 m 3 /ha/year.	 r
Once harvested, rice has to be dried from 22 to 13 percent moisture, this is
done in centralized locations on large silos utilizing fuel oil burners with
50 hp ::lowers.
There is an effort being make to have small producers dry their own rice
to av,^,d spoilage.	 S.B.	 Industrial & Commercial Company is presently offering
some small driers, similar to those used for coffee, but sales have been min-
imal.
-	 I
Rice production in Colombia does not appear to offer much of a market for
i
PV systems.	 Drying and milling are done in large centralized mills whose
power requirements are many times those that could be provided by PV systems
considered in the study.	 Irrigation too,	 is done on a very large scale. 	 Thus,
the use of PV systems would be limited to the very small producer.
	
The small
producer, at this time and most likely for some time to come, will either risk
a loss or rent equipment for drying his crop as well as for irrigation.
1
I
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1	 7.6 Cotton
Cotton is an important crop in Colombia. There are approximately 200,000
ha planted for the production of oil and fiber. Cotton producing areas are
concentrated un the northern coast and down along the Magdalena river (departments
of Cesar, Magdalena, Atlantico, Bolivar, Sucre and Cordoba) and in the interior
around Cauca River (Valle, Cauca, Tolima, Huila, Cundinamarca and Caldas).
Cotton production is mechanized, following cultural practices as in the
Mississippi area of the U.S. Approximately 30% of production is mechanically harvested
while the rest is harvested by migrants. Much of the crop is irrigated. About
10-15 inches of irrigation water on the average is needed. However, water re-
quirements vary widely from year to year. Cotton is processed in 40 central processing
plants located throughout the growing regions. There is no processing of cotton
or drying at the farm level.
Cotton production does not present a market for PV applications. Cotton
is grown in well electrified areas, irrigation is done using 100 hp diesel pump
sets and all processing is done in fairly large central plants.
7.7 Corn
Corn is planted throughout the country in very small units. 97% of the
production comes from plots less than 5 hectares. Most producers have arrange-
ments to sell the ecr corn to feed mills such as Corabastus. Some of the
production remains at the farm for the family's use. This is shelled and ground
by hand or in small mills. There is very little mechanized corn milling at the
farm level although there are gasoline or electric powered mills available.
Many of these are brought by custom operators that travel from farm to farm.
Corn production was estimated in 1980 at 812,800 tons from an area of
624,500 hectares.
Corn production does not offer a market for PV power equipment; this is
mainly because of the rudimentary techniques used and the very small quantities
which are grown, mostly by families of little means.
Corn which is milled for human consumption and feed manufacture is processed
on large mills which obtain their power from the electric grid.
7.8 Flowers
Flowers represent one important and qrowinq source of export revenue for Colombia.
There are now 60 large firms dedicated to this activity which employs about 400,000
workers.
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Due to their irrigation, liqhting, processing and refrigeration needs,
flower producers are located in areas served by the power grid. There is little
if any, future for PV application in the flower industry. One contact, from
Flores del Cielo Ltd., felt that there may be an application for small PV systems
to operate electronic controls for lighting and ventilation, or perhaps alarms.
but felt that such market would be minimal and it would be "stretching things."
7.9 Small Grains and Oilseeds (wheat, oats, barely, sorghum, sesame, soybeans)
Small grains are planted in Colombia mostly in the colder regions of the
central highlands (Boyaca, Antioquia, Santander).
Oilseeds, particularly sesame, are produced mostly in the Tolima area (80%),
the rest being produced sparsely in some of the Northern departments.
Drying c ­' 	 seeds, when necessary, is done on the fields. The produce
is then taken to central mills and processing plants. Neither small grains
nor oilseed present a market for PV equipment due to the nature of the cropping
practices and the centralized large scale processing.
7.10 Dairy
The population of dairy animals in Colombia was estimated in 1980 to be
about 3.8 million head. Milk production averages 1,175 kg/head/yr. Over 80%
of the dairy cattle in Colombia are kept in the well electrified Andean regions,
notably in the areas surrounding Bogota. Most dairies are small in size, 40 head
or less, and are not mechanized. Most of the milk is not refrigerated at the
farm level. The market for PV power in the dairy industry is severely limited
since the larger producers, those which would utilize mechanized equipment are
established where road systems and electrification are well developed. Milk
producers are actually threatened by expanding urban development since they
are mostly in well-developed areas of the country.
7.11 Poultry
The poultry industry in Colombia presents, as far as PV applications are con-
cerned, a similar situation as does dairying. It is located close to large
urban developments and expansion only occurs in electrified areas.
The poultry industry, both egg and meat production, has grown significantly
in the last few years. Broiler production is expected to increase at a rate
close to 108 per year in the early 1980's, while ASOHVEVO (Egg Producer's Asso-
ciation) estimates a 5% increase in layers this year.
11
New egq production units house hens in cages.
to five buildings housing over 20,000 birds each.
7-G
Some are complexes of four
Electrical requirements
for these farms are few (lighting, water supply, feed conveyan
and these are always met by centrally generated electricity.
i
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8.0 CONCLUSIONS
Colombia presents a promising market for photovoltaic equipment. Over
twenty applications of PV systems were investigated during the field visit.
Several applications, requiring less than 5KW of power, present a significant
market potential in the 1981-86 timeframe. As determined by the team, the market
for PV power systems in Colombia for the years 1981-86 lies in the range of
1200 to 2500KWp. Due to current status of government and private sector acti-
vities and attitudes the most probable effective market size will be close to
the lower figure. Table 8.1 gives the summary of the market. Factors positively
influencing the PV market are summarized below:
• Lack of electrical services. Less than 609 of potential users are
now being served by the electrical utility companies--there are an
estimated 1.6 million families without electricity.
• Electrical generation plans behind schedule. While there exist ex-
tensive plans for the exploitation of hydroelectric power, these plans
are not expected to meet demand for many years. Blackouts, planned
or otherwise, occur about every day. Alternatives are being sought.
• Llanos Orientales Development. The vast Llanos Orientales Territory
lacks electrical power and estimates are that this area will continue to
be unelectrified. There is a great potential for agricultural and
small industry development in this area and this would require power.
• Cost of fuel in remote regions. While fuel is relatively inexpensive
in developed areas, it may cost 2 to 3 times as much in remote regions
due to transportation costs. PV systems would be competitive in the
early 1980's with presently used gasoline or diesel qenerators.
• Balance of system availability. Colombia is fairly industrialized; there
are at least 18 large companies making automobile batteries and many more
manufacturing electrical equipment. Deep discharge batteries are not
presently manufactured, but given the market, the industry may tool-up
easily. Expertise in electricity and electronics is abundant; installation
and maintenance of PV powered systems would not be a problem.
• wealthy Land Owners. While the per capita income in Colombia is low
on the average, there are many very wealthy land owners who could afford
PV systems to replace presently used generator sets or other equip-
ment for cattle watering, domestic electrical users, small irrigation
etc.
On the negative side one also finds important factors with regard to PV
applications. They are summarized below:
• Relatively inexpensive energy in most locations. In the highly developed
Andean region prices for gasoline and diesel fuel are below a dollar a
gallon, and prices for electricity range from 3 to 7 cents/kwh.
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TABLE 8.1
MARKET SIZE ESTIMATE FOR PV POWER SYSTEMS IN COLOMBIA, YEARS 1981-86
APPLICATION	 FIRST YEAR OF COST COMPETITIVENESS MARKET SIZE RANGE KWp
Coffee Sector 1982-B4 308 - 1060
Livestock 1982 102 - 170
Rural Electricity Uses 1982 - 64 460 - 805
Rural Water Supply '983 - B4 150 - 250
Small Irrigation
Rural Telephones	 1982	 158 - 168
Rural Health Posts	 1983	 73 - 95
Vaccine Refrigeration 1983	
3 - 5
1251-2553
,
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• Reliance on Hydropower. Colombia has a great potential (about 20 times
the existing capacity) for hydroelectric power generation. Justifiably
many contacts felt that PV systems may have little application if present
development plans are carried through.
• Lack of Familiarity with PV equipment. The majority of contacts made
confused PV cells with solar thermal panels. Farmers and others involved
in agriculture had no knowledge of suck systems. Research and development
in the Brea is non-existent for all practical purposes.
• Lack of financing. The longest term financing available is 6 years for
agricultural equipment; and interest rates are high. While a life cycle
cost analysis may show cost-competitiveness for PV equipment, it may
be out of each for many users due to high initial cost.
one significant drawback in the conduct of the study was the lack of
documentation with regard to energy usage and Load profiles for energy-requiring
activities. There are efforts being made currently by the U.S. Embassy personnel,
ICA and other institutions to document energy recTuirements, in agricultural as
well as other activities, but little data is avaijable currently. In making
a market assessment for PV equipment one has to rely on verbal communication with
"experts in the fields" or specific information gathered during field visits
which may not be truly representative of a particular industry.
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APPENDIX A
LIST OF CONTRACTS
FINANC1" INSTITUTIONS
Banco Ganadero
	
Cattlemen's Bank
Carrera 5, No 15-80, Piso 2
Bogota
Tel 284-8219
.6	 • Dr. Jose Alejandro Pizzarro, Director, Agriculture Credit Division
• Sr. Jcrge Tovar, Officer, Agriculture Credit Division
Caja de Credito Agraria, Industrial y Minero	 Agricultural, Industrial
Carrera 8, No 15-43
	
and Mining Credit Bank
Bogota
Tel 284-4600
• Dr. Victor Duran, Director, Economic Studies
• Sr. Alberto Romero-Martinez, Chief Economic Studies Division
• Sr. Alfonso Piliti-Mendoza, Chief, Market Investigation Division
• Dra. Carmen Alicia Neira, Assistant to Subdirector for Planning
Fondo Financiero Agropecuario 	 Agricultural Financial Fund
Edificio Avianca, Piso 36	 of the Bank of the Republic
Bogota
• Sr. Javier Ramirez, Statistics Section
FEDERATIONS
Federacidn de Algodoneros
	
Cotton Growers' Federation
Carrera 8, No 15-73
Bogota
Tel 284-7618
• Dr. Jairo Cadena-Rivera, Director, Technical Division
Federacidn National de Prrozeros (FEDEARROZ) 	 National Federation of Rice
Calle 72. No 13-23, Pibo 9	 Growers of Colombia
Bogota
Tel 255-5911
• Dr. Nestor 1. Rodriguez-Medina, Chief Technical Assistance Department
Federacidn Nacional de Cafeteros de Colombia 	 National Coffee Growers'
Calle 14, No 7-36, Piso 6	 Federation of Colombia
Bogota
Tel 242-9994
• Dr. Gilberto Robledo-Robledo, Subdirector. Development and Diversification
Program
• Dr. German Valenzuela-Samper, Technical Director
• Ing. Jaime Nades. Engineering Division
4m*
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Federacier de Ganaderos del Llanos (FEDELLANOS)
Calle 65, No 13-50. Piso 5
Bogota
Tel 255-7445
• Dr. Arturo Mejia-Borda, Manager
• Sr. Jaivo A. Majia-Sarimento, Member
• Sr. Luis Fernando Tobian, Member
*The Llanos is a river situated at 5.00 N, 70.00W
RESEARCH CENTERS
Centro de Investigaci6n de Agrilcultura Tropical
Recta Cali—Palmira. Ktr. 167
Apartado Aeree 67.13
Cali
Tel 680-111
• Sr. Fernando Mora, Information Officer
i Sr. Rodrigo Chaves, Crop Specialist
• Sr. Jorge Enrique Paz, Crop Specialist
• Ing. German Gutierrez, Maintenance Engineer
Centro de lnvestigaci6n de la Calla
Avenida 3a Norte, No 44N-36, Piso 3
Cali
Tel 687 -926
Cattlemen's Federation of the
Llanos*
Tropical Agriculture Research
Center
Sugar Cane Research Center
• I ng. Manuel Grillo, Irrigation and Drainage Specialist
Centro de Investigaci6n del Cafe 	 Coffee- Research Center
Chinchin3,* Caldas**
• Ing. Jaivo Alvarez Hernandez. Agricultural Engineering Section
• Dr. Oscar Cardona Alvarez. Administrative Director
• Dr. Alfonso Uribe Enau. Chief, Department of Agronotry and Technology
*Chinchin3 is a town situated at 4.58 N. 75.36 W
**Caldas is a district betwten coordinates 5.15N, 75.30 W and 6.05N. 75.38W
EDUGTIONAL AND 9CZENTurc INSTITI)TIONS
Instituto Colombiano Agropecuario	 Colombian Institute for
Call@ 37, No 8-43, Piso 8	 Agriculture
Bogota	 I
Tel 232-4693	 t
• Dr. Jaime Navas Alvarado, Research Manager
• Dr. Pablo Buritica, Chief, Agronomy Research	 ti
Instituto Colombiano Agropecuario
Tibailata Research Center
• Ing. Fernando Moreno Pinzon, Agriculture Processes Division
• Ing. Reinaldo Pinto S., Agriculture Processes Specialist
Instituto Colombiano de Comercio Exterior (INCOMEX) Colombian Institute for
Calls 28, No 12A-15
	
Foreign Commerce
Bogota
• Sr. .lose Antonio Balle, Chief, Statistics Section
• Sr. Luis Yacit Hoyos, Agriculture Section
Instituto Colombiano de Energia Electrica (ICEL)	 Colcmbian Institute for
Carrera 13, No 27-00, Piso 4
	
Electrical Energy
i	 Bogote
I	 Tel 241-7941
• Irg. Eutimio Becerra Reyes, Chief Alternate Energy Division
• Ing. Victor Borrero
• Dr. Jose Pedraza, Rural Electrification Division
• Ing. Elsa Lucia Deaza, Rural Electrification Division
t
Instituto de Asuntos Nucleares	 Institute for Nuclear Issues
Avenida E1 Dor4do
Apartado Aerpo 8595
Bogota
Tel 268-0600
• Dr. Clemente Garav-to B., Director, Solar Energy Projects
President, Geoe-_,raphic Society of Colombia
RURAL DFVELOPMENT
Desarrnllo Rural Inteqrado (DRI) 	 Integrated Rural Development
Carrera 10, No 27-00, Piso 11
Bogota
Tel 282-4055
• Dr. Carlos Srrmiento, Rural Electrification Planning
Centro las G+viotas
Paseo Bolivar, No 10-90
Bogota
Tel 241-9967
• Dr. Paolo Lugazi, Director General
• Dr. Jorge :.app, Technical Director
• Dr. Sven Magnus Zethelius, M.D.
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PRIVATE-SECTOR ENTREPRENEURS AND ENTITIES
Flores del Cielo	 Sky Flowers, Limited
Carrera 10, No 28-49
Bogota
Tel 243-0414
• Ing. Moises Kestenberg H.
Irrigaciones Limitada	 Irrigations, Limited
Calle 12, No 33-09
Bogoti
• Sr. Jaime Escobar, Partner
.	 . a
S. B. Industrial and Commercial
Carrera 40b, No 9-31
Bogota
Tel 247-1306
• Sr. 1. H. S. Bridger, General Manager (Grain-Drying Equipment Manufacturer)
Technibombas
Madrid, Cundinamarca
c Sr. Joseph Napoleon Moreno
PORT AUTHORITY
COLPUERTOS
	
Colombian Port Authority
Bogota
Tel 234-3701
Sr. Alberto Rodriguez
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APPENDIX B
DOING BUSINESS IN COLOMBIA
B.1
	 Introduction
This appendix examines the distinctive features of doing business
in Colombia. Section B.2 provides information on general Colombian
business practices relevant to U.S. businessmen. Regulations and procedures
regarding the importation of U.S. goods into Colombia are treated in
Section B.3. Section B.4 trer_a laws governing foreign investment in
Colombia, with special emphasis on the Andean Foreign Investment Code.
Finally, Section B.5 details the various forms of business enterprise
which exist in Colombia.
B,2 Colombian Business Practices
A major adjustment for Americans doing business in Colombia and
elsewhere in Latin America is the difference in perception of time.
In general, Colombians do not have as rigid a sense of time as Americans.
Therefore, it is wise for Americans to adopt as flexible an attitude
towards time as possible while retaining the degree of cordiality and
professionalism customary in Colombian business transactions. Personal
relations are also very important in doing business in Colombia. Colom-
bians often like to develop a good rapport with business contacts before
conducting business transactions. Personal references and contacts can
be very helpful in gaining access to government officials and business
managers. Appointments should be arranged in advance; it is inadvisable
to arrive at an office unannounced and expect to be given an appointment
promptly.
Although Spanish is the official language, many Colombian business-
men and government officials speak English, often as the result of
American university training. However, many do not feel com-
fortable speaking English in business situations, so it is highly
recommended that American firms send personnel to Colombia with a good
command of Spanish. Similarly, materials such as catalogues and pamphlets
should be printed in Spanish if possible. Finally, it is a good idea to
bring along an ample supply of business cards to exchange at meetings.
Colombian business contacts should be addressed by their titles
unless they are personal friends. Some of the most commonly used titles
are Licenciadz)(a) - person with a bachelor's degree, Ingeniero(a) -
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person with an engineerinq degree and Arquitecto(a) - person with an
architecture degree. Doctor, or Doctora is used not only to refer to
persons with doctorate degrees, but also designates respect or authority.
Colondiian time coincides with U.S. Eastern Standard time. In
general, office hours run from 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. and from 2:00 p.m.
to , -30 or 6:00. Government offices prefer to do business with the
public after 9 a.m.	 some offices are open Saturday mornings, but
generally a five-day work week is observed.
B.3	 Exy_ rting to Colombia
The Colombian Institute of Foreign Trade (INCCMI•:X) classifies
imports into two major categories: (1) those requiring a prior import
license and (2) those on the Free import List which do not require a
prior import license. Froducts in both categories are subject to
import duties. Approximately 50% of all imports fall under the Free
Import List. Eligibility for inclusion oil the list is determined by
the Foreign Trade Governing Council (Consejo Directivo de Comercio
Exterior) of INCOMEX using the following criteria: (a) extent of local
production, (b) existence of nationally produced substitutes, and (c) national
interest. PV cells are on the Free Import List, but certain systems (i.e.
a PV powered refrigerator) would require an import permit because refrigera-
tors are not on the Free Import List.
The U.S. Departn,^nt of Commerce advises that the following procedures
be followed by U.S. exporters whose product appears on the Free List:
1. Submit a completed Import Registration Form
(Registro de Importation) which costs 300 pesos
(US$6.00) to INCOMEX
2. Submit the following documents/information along with
the import registration form:
a. Froforma invoice
h. Importer's income tax payment certificate issued
by the Ministry of Finance
U. A receipt for the 100 pesos (US$2.00) import fee
from the Central Bank
In addition, all payment of 35% of the import merchandise value must
be made to the Central Bank by the importer at least five days prior to the
arrival of the merchandise.
I
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There are six free trade zones in Colombia located in the cities of
Santa Marta, Barranquilla, Cartagena, Cucuta, Cali (Valmaseca) and
Buenaventura. All merchandise entering free trade zones is exempt from
the payment of import duties and other surcharges of national, state or
municipal origin, as well as from the import license or import registration
form requirements.
B.4	 Foreign Investment Climate
Colombia's policy towards foreign investment is largely dictated
by its membership in LAFTA (Latin American Free Trade Association) and
ANCOM (The Andean Common Market). Colombia has been one of the moving
forces behind the creation of the Andean Common Market which began with the
signing of the Cartagena Agreement in 1969. In 1973, Colombia adopted
the Andean Foreign Investment Codes (AFIC) implementing ANCOM Decision 24
which seeks uniformity of foreign investment laws in the ANCOM member
countries (Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia, and Venezuela). Chile withdrew from
ANCOM in 1976 over a dispute involving foreign investment law.
Implementation of the AFIC is left largely to the discretion of the
member countries. Colombia has emphasized the developmen'_ of extractive
and export-oriented industries and has therefore welcomed foreign investment
in those areas. The most recent Colombianization of foreign enterprises
occurred in 1975 with the nationalization of foreign-owned banks (see
Section 4.1). No expropriation of foreign property has occurred without
adequate compensation.
The National Planning Department (DNP) reviews all investment proposals
except those relating to mining and energy, which are not regulated under
the AFIC. Investment proposals in these areas are evaluated by the Ministry
of Mines and Energy. Criteria for approval of foreign investment projects
by the National Planninq Department are:
1. Net effect of the investment on balance of payments
2. Improvements in domestic employment
3. Technological contribution
4. Degree of participation of Colombian capital
and management
5. Contribution to economic cooperation in Latin America
5-3
Foreign investment is not allowed in public utilities, domestic transport,
advertising, television, broadcasting, newspapers and magazines. Acquisition
of new stock in existin g enterprises is permitted, but it must involve
enlarqement of the firm's capital base and not alter the percentage of
equity capital held by Colombians.
Colombia offers very limited investment incentives. Those incentives
that do exist ate mainly to promote development in underdeveloped regions
i	
and exports. The Plan Vallejo is an export development incentive that
hermits any product to enter duty free provided the importer can show that
the product will benefit Colombian export development. Colombia also offers
an income tax credit for non-traditional export industries.
".`^ Forms of Business Enterprise
Business activity in Cilombia is governed by the Cormnercial Code,
established in January 1972. Under the cede the following types of co-mmercial
entities are permitted:
(1) Corporation - Sociedad Anonima
(2) Limited Liability Company - Sociedad de Responsibilidad I.imitada
(3) Branch of a Foreign Corporation - Sucursal de Sociedad
Extranjera
(4) Various Forms of Partnerships
Joint ventures (cuentas en participacion) are riot considered juridical entities
in Colomid a and are commonly used only in connection with petroleum exploration
ind mininq activities. Duo to regulations in the Andean Foreign Investment
1,. regardinq sale of shares to national investors, a branch is no longer
1­1 as a feasible option for foreign firms. Consequently, most foreign
)per.at,• in Colombia as corporations.
For additional information regarding doing business in Colc:.bia,
ult:
Rusiness Study Colombia.(New York: Touche Ross International),
January 1974.
Doing Business in Colombia. (New York: Price Waterhouse),
April 1978
Overseas Business Reports. Marketing in Colombia, (Washington
D.C.: U.S. Department of Commerce), Ma) 1979
Overseas Business Reports, Market Profiles for Latin America.
(Washington, D.C.:U.S. Department of Commerce), May 1981
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MAJOR EXPORT AND DOMESTIC CROPS
Coffee
20% of planted land devoted to this crop; 738,000 MT
production; $2,289,000,000 export value..
Coffee grows throughout Colombia, but the most productive
region is the mountainous Central Highlands. Columbian
coffee of export grade ("excelso") is of high quality by world
standards and is used to upgrade blends. A member of the International
Coffee Organization, Colombia observes export quo.as  to help control prices.
Fourteen percent of production is consumed domestically. The biggest
export customers are the U.S. (28%) and West Germany (26.5%). There
are over 300,000 coffee farms, a third of which have three acres tz
less devoted to coffee. The new, highly productive tree varieties
require considerable attention and large quantities of fertilizer.
Coffee accounted for 61% of total 1980 export value. An estimated
2 million Colombians work in the coffee industry. Tables 1 to 3 shows charac-
teristics of Colombian coffee production.
Cotton
4% of planted cropland devoted to this crop; 125,000 MT
production; $80,000,000 export value
About 11 ,000 farmers grow cotton, mostly on farms on the
Atlantic Coast but also in the interior. Last year overall production
was down 14%, due partly to lack of rainfall, especially in the interior,
and the resultant 6% drop in yield, and partly to a reduction in planting.
The reduction in planting was attributable to a 1?% reduction in planting
by farmers in the Costa and Meta regions who reacted to credit restrictions
and late payments by the textile industry. Over half the production goes
to domestic markets. Hungary, West Germany, Poland, and tte United Kingdom
received legal exports. Illeqal imports and exports across the Venezuelan
boarder are significant market factors.
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TABLE 2
COFFEE HARVEST PERIODS IN DIFFERENT COFFEE PRODUCING DEPARTMENTS
DEPARTMENT PRINCIPAL HARVEST MINOR HARVEST
Antloquia Oct-Dec Mar-May
Boyaca Oct-Jan Apr-May
Caldas Oct-Dec Aljr-June
Cauca Apr-June None
Cundinamarca Apr-June Oct.-Dec
Cesar, Guajira Nov-Jan None
Huila Apr-June Oct-Dec
Magdalena Nov-Jan None
Narino May-June Jan-Feb
N. de Santander Mar-May Oct-Dec
Quiridio Mar-May Oct-Dec
Risaralda Oct-Dec Apr-June
Santander Aug-Oct None
Tolima Mar-June Nov-Jan
Valle Mar-May Nov-Jan
SOURCE:	 Manual del Cafetero Colombiano
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TABLE 3
PERCENTAGE OF COFFEE HARVEST BY MONTH IN CALDAS ARLA IN COLOMBIA
MONTH	 PERCENTAGE
Jan 5.4
Feb 2.7
Mar 3.0
Apr 3.0
May 1.8
June 1.6
July 2.6
Aug 6.4
Sept 13.9
Oct 25.2
Nov 23.0
Dec 11.4
	
Major Harvest	 80%
	
Minor	 201.
	
Peak Day	 21,
SOURCE: Marual de'_ Caietero Colombiano
Sugar
2.5t of planted land devoted to this crop; 1,99',000 MT
production; $500,000,000 in export value.
White sugar is harvested year-round in large, i , igfly efficient,
mechanized and fully irrigated estates in the Cauca Valle} and along the
Atlantic coast. Export prices are sometimes so much higher than the
controlled domestic prices that smuggling becomes rampant. Of legal
exports, the U.S. and Chile receive about 45% each. Colombia recently
joined the International Sugar Agreement and thus has expert quotas
for sugar. In 1975 Colombia had twent y-one sugar mills.
Panela (brown sugar)
5.1% of planted land devoted to this crop; 80U,000 M1' production;
1600 MT exported.
Brown sugar is produced by small landowners in rural areas
thrc,ughout the temperate and hot zones. 644. is produced ir. coffee growing areas.
Rural inhabitants are the major domestic consumers, and 90% of exports go
to Venezuela.
Molasses
341,000 MT production; 144,000 MT exported.
Molasses production is tied to sugar production, as molasses
is produced in the sugar refining process. The liquo- industry accounts
for 604, of domestic consumption but is turning more to brown sugar and
sugar cane juice. All exports go to the U.S.
Rice
8% of planted cropland devoted to this crop; 1,892,000 MT
production (1,230,000 MT milled); 100,000 MT milled rict-
exported.
An important staple, rice is consumed for the most part
in Colombia. Only about be of milled rice production, uss exported.
The rise went to the French Antilles, Poland, Italy, Ecuador, United kingdom,
Nicaraqua, and Honduras. The feed industry and bakers use milling by-
products, and breweries use low quality rice. Rice production is 77%
mechanized. Tolima Departrrivnt, in a Central Highland:: Valley, produces
about a third of ColomLia's rice. Lack of rain during the growing season
and reduced irrigation levels resulted in	 lowvi	 ld ir• 19HI!.
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Plantains
8% of planted cropland devoted i • , this crop; 2,3-!8,000
MT production; 36,000 MT exported.
Plantains are widely grown and consumed.locally Colombia has the
world's highest per capita consumption. Plantains are exported to the
U.S. from the Gulf of Uraba area in the Atlantic Lowlands.
cassava
4% of planted cropland devoted to this crop; 2,639,000
MT production; 7,000 MT exported.
Like rice and plantains, cassava is grown as a domestic
, -taple rather than as an important export. The short shelf-life of cassava
makes domestic consumption logical. Often grown in rotation with other
staples, cassava is beginning to be industrialized. In 1980, production and
yield increased by about 25%, and further improvements in yield are anticipate_.
Bananas
0.5% of planted cropland devoted to this crop; :.081,000 tons
production; $98,000,000 export value.
Two-thirds of the banana crop is exported. The bigivest
I ,urchaLCr it; the United States (1/3 of exports), followed by France,
West Gei-ma y, .u,d Italy. 80% cf export bananas are grown in the Uraba area
in the Atlantic Lowlands, and the remainder are grown in North Centr,rl
Colombia (Santa Marta region). Both production and yield of bananas increased
in 19r , And further increases are expected. Banana production is fully
meet, . Lzed.
Corn
11% of planted cropland devoted to this crop; 831,000 VT
production; no exhorts.
In 1980, only 85% of Colombia demand for corn was satisfied
with domestic production due to drought. Imports, normally from the
rn production is 20% mechanized and
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irrigaLQd, and some farmers use high yield varieties. GVLrill, hcwever,
yield is ju%t over 20 bushels per acre, compared to over 120 bushels: -or acre
with moJern methods, irrigation and high yield strains. Corn producl i_ is
centered in the Northern Coast region, the Central Nighland3 valleys:,
and the Meta legion.
Flowers
0.2% of planted cropland devoted to this product; 76.6
million dozen production; ;90,000,000 export value.
::nusually intensive cultivation .;haracteriz(s the flower
industry. Requiring 1/24 the land of a similarl y valued banana crop,
flower eultuie is highly mechanized, and 60% of the product price corresponds
to labor. Since 1973 the industry has rapidly grown to employ
400,000 people and has become a major exporting industry. 70 ♦ of exports
go to the United States. Major varieties are carnations (62t), ' 	 ~s
(21%), ehrysanthemums(8%), and roses (0,). )About 90% of the industry is
located in the Bogota area.
Tobacco
0.5% of planted cropland devoted to this L'-Op; 1,580,0U0 :.T
production, 18,000 MT exported.
87% of tobacco production is the dark leaf (cigar binder) type.
Coastal arms; produced 16,300 MT for export and interior areas produrec.
19,450 M^ for domestic consumption. Licht leaf (cigarette t}pe) tob:^_
production totalled 5,400 MT of which 600 were exporte6. Light lea:
tobacco it increasingly important both for exports and for domestic use.
Perhaps 90% of total tobacco production is on very small f&rms. The indvstry
is largely not mechanized.
Potatoes
3♦ of planted cropland de •!cted to this crops 2,134,000 MT
production; 2,000 MT exhorted.
Drought during planting sea.: -ris was respons;iLle for a 5 ♦
decrease in potato crop yield in 1980. No irrigation is used in the
C-7
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industry: however, fertilization is common. Production takes place largely
on small, u rant , chani.cd farms in the highlands. Potatoes are an increasingly
important staple for low-income , Colombians. For this reasi)n, the governtm:nt
has not encouraged exports.
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APPENDIX D
ISOLATION DATA
January Mean Gaily Solar Radiation (GM Cal/cm2/day)
SOURCE: Instituto de Asuntos Nucleares, Proye:cto Energia Solar
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Buenaventura
February Mean Daily Solar Radiation (GM Cal/cm-'/day)
SOURCE:	 Instituto de Asuntos Nucleares, Proyecto Enerqia Solar
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c
March Mean Deily Solar Radiation (Gm Cal/cm`/day)
SOURCE:	 Instituto de Asuntos Nucleares, Froyecto Ener q ia Solar
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Bogota
L.
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o Buenaventura
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Barranquillo
April Mean Daily Solar Radiation (Gm Cal/cm 2/day)
SOURCE: Jnstituto de Asuntos Nucleares, Pioyecto Energia Solar
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May Mean Da i ly Solar Radiation (Gm Cal/cm2/day)
SOURCE: Instituto de Asuntos Nucleares, rroyecto Enerqia Solar
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Jun g• Mcan Daily Solar Radiation (cm Cal/cm`/day)
SOURCE:	 Instituto de ASuntos Nurleares, Proyecto Energia Solar
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July Mean Daily Solar Radiation (Gm Cal/cm2/da;)
SOURCE:	 Instituto de Asuntos Nucleares, Proyecto Energia Solar
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i Auqust Mean Daily Solar Radi,.Llon ((;m Cal/cm`/day)SOLIRCF.: Tnstituto de Asuntos Nucleares,Proyecto Energia Solar
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September Mean Daily Solar Radiation (Gm Ca]/cm`/day)
SOURCE: Instituto de Asuntos Nucleares, b'royucto Energia Solar
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November Mean Daily Solar Radiation ( Gm Cal / cm 2/day)
soURcE: Insti , . uto de A:.unto:^ NGClEares, ?royecto Energia Sol .r
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